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Happy Easter

·

Community Protests City Firings
The Black Voice N ews
RIVERSIDE

By Joshua Thomas
Last Tuesday, residents and city
employees gathered at City Hall to
p_rotest the recent actions of
Riverside City Manager Brad.
Hudson.
Since Hudson has been appointed

City Manager of Riverside in June
2005, 13 minority city employees
have been fired .
Victoria Jackson, a resident of
Riverside since 1982, spoke out
against Hudson's lack of consideration in his decision making. "l
respect the job you do, but I am disappointed. Thirteen minorities have
been fired since you moved into
office," said Jackson, chief execu-

tive officer for Common Ground. A
number of residents took the opportunity to express their concerns to
Hudson. "That is racism and discrimimi.tion," stated Jackson, which
generated applause by her fellow
residents.
A Catholic priest joined the chorus
at the podium and questioned
Hudson's motives·. "I can't believe
this is accidental. Hitler operated on

Mary Figueroa

lies. We want this city co be a city of
justice. I would like to have the people who were terminated to have.
their positions re-evaluated," he said
before leaving to a standing ovation.
Hudson
responded
saying,
"Minority representatives in management and in the general worRforce have increased dramatically.",
.,4
•
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See HUDSON, Page A-3 ,
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Rockin' On "KKK Radio"

The Ku Klux Klan Is Reinventing Itself
The Black Voice News
FONTANA

By Chris Levister
When Joe Huerta and his longtime friend Luis Acosta slipped
across the Mexican border into San
Diego in the middle of the night
nearly three years ago, they hoped
to find ·a better life far from the dangerous, impoverished streets of
Tijuana.
These days the two day laborers
are wrestling with a new foe: the
Klan.
First Blacks - then Catholics and
Jews. Now the Ku Klux Klan has
found new targets for its hatred.
Last month Huerta and Acosta
sitting in their crammed Fontana
apartment heard noises in the backyard . In Spanish they said .. ... "el
perro que el raspo. Dos hombres que
usaban las capillas blancas funcionaron lejos." "The dog he
barked ....two men wearing white
hoods ran away .. ."
Huerta and Acosta say they
picked up the pho11e to call police then put it down .
"We don't call, because they
send us back to Mexico."
Juana Flores who is also in this
country illegally called a private
security office after her 15-year-old
on received a cellphone text message, "It said go home wetback,"
claims Flores. She said she is afraid
to contact police for fear of being
deported.
Gay marriage and urban crime
are part of the picture. But, in particular, it is the debate over what to do
about the nation's nearly 35 million
immigr,ants, of whom about 11 mil-

The Ku Klux Klan is reinventing itself. Experts say although some
Klansmen _s till hold cross-burnings dressed in robes and hoods, today's
young Klansmen are more likely to gather at white power concerts and
anti-immigrant rallies.

lion are in the US illegally that has
become the fuel for the Klan's resurgence.
The Ku Klux Klan, which just a
few years ago seemed static or even
moribund compared to other white
supremacist movements such as the
Neo-Nazis, experienced "a surprising and troubling 'resurgence" during the past year due largely to the
successful exploitation of hot button
issues including immigration, gay
marriage and urban crime according
to the Anti Defamation League
(ADL).
"If any one single issue or trend
can be credited with re-energizing
the Klan, it is the debate over immigration in America," says Deborah
Lauter, the ADL's civil rights director. "New groups are sprouting up in

parts of the Fountry that have not
seen activity in years.
The League, which monitors the
activities of raci t hate groups and
reports its findings to law enforcement and policymakers, say the
Huerta, Acosta and Flores experiences are on the rise. It has documented a noticeable spike in activity by Klan chapters across the country. The KKK believes that the U.S.
is "drowning" in a sea of non-white
immigration and is vigorously trying to bring its message to
Americans concerned or fearful
about immigration.
There is no centralized organization, and membership numbers are
estimates at best- 5,000 to 8,000.in
as many as 179 Klan groups ,
according to the ADL, a group that

Embracing Newsroom Diversity Cannot
Continue to be a Slow Process
The Rinck Ynice News
UNITED STATES

By Karen Lincoln Michel
Tomorrow, the American Society of
Newspaper Editors (ASNE) will issue its
annual survey of journalists of color at the
nation's newspapers. Once again, the numbers
will show that newspapers have fallen woefully short of ASNE's 29-year-old goal of reaching racial parity in newsrooms. .
How do we know? Did we receive an
. embargoed copy of the report? Are we capable
of publishing an early edition press release
that can predict the future?
The answer is neither. Common sense dictates that unless there has been a seismic
change in the last year of which we were
somehow unaware, newspaper newsrooms
will have reached barely 43 percent parity
with the nation's Asian American, Black,
Hispanic and Native American population. In
2006, only 13.87 percent of the newsroom
workforce was made up of journalists of color,
compared to 13 .42 percent the year before and
12.9 percent in 2004. The figures represent an
increase of about 0.5 percent every year for

the past five years in an America that is 32.8
percent of color and rising.
"At this rate of increase," UNITY
Journalists of Color Inc. said in a statement
last year, "it will take another 40 years before
newsrooms reach parity with the current U.S.
population. But in another 40 years, the U.S.
Census Bureau projects that people of color
will no longer be just a third of the population,
they will make up about half the people in the
country."
Allowing for even an earthshaking increase
of I percent in the last year, there is little reason to amend tha,t statement and no hope that
ASNE's goal, first set in 1978 for parity by the
year 2'ooo, then postponed to 2025, will be
achievable.
For its part, UNITY and its member organizations stand ready to help, offering resources
and assistance for any news organization or
executive seeking to train, recruit, retain and
promote journalists of color. We set a particular challenge of seeing journalist; of color represented in at least 15 percent of newsroom
supervisory positions in the coming year and
are willing to assist any newspaper or editor
serious about achieving that.
See DIVERSITY, Page A-3

fights bigotry and hate crimes.
Walter Jarman, president of the
Inland ~mpire chapter of the
NAACP confirms the spike in
"hate-related activity."
He says the NAACP, ADL and
like organizations usually record a
spike in complaints following highly publicized immigration rallies,
Gay Pride events and headline grabbing urban gang activity. That's
changing.
"Hate re lated complaints are
becoming more common." He says
many of the -complaints center
around local school campuses. "We
are monitoring name calling, bullying, on campus recruitment, distributing racist literature and "hate
activity" using modem technology
such as the Internet, text and photo
messagi ng and cellphone harassment."
Fontana, San Bernardino and
Rialto city and school police have
also documented rises in hate related complaints. Victor Quevedo, a
veteran officer with the U.S.
Immigration &
atu_rali zation
Service (INS}, says many i11;migrant
See KKK, Page A-3 '

Election '08
The Totals Are In 2007
First Quarter
Fundraising:

Raised
Hillary Clinton
$26M
Barack Obama $25M
John Edwards $14M
(See Story on A-2)

Jackson To Speak At!
Booker T. Brunch
The Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

By Anna Wenger
Mark your calendar for this
year's Booker T. Wash ington
Brunch to be held, Friday, April 13,
2007 at II :30 a.m. at the historic
Mission
Inn
in
Downtown
Riverside. They keynote speaker
for the event will be Gloria
"Bonnie" Jackson, Booker T.
Washington's great-granddaughter.
For information on the brunch contact (951) 682-6070.
·
Jackson is the founder and
President of the Booker T.
Washington Inspirational Network
Inc, (BTWIN) -"Building to win."
She speaks on the common-sense
themes that comprise the wisdom of
Booker T. Washington: faith, freedom, personal responsibility, character development and excellence in
education .
Jackson holds a law degree from
UCLA and she i an attorney and a
real e tate broker. Gloria's book, coauthored with her cousin Sarah
Rush,
"Timeless
TreasuresReflections of God's Word in the
Wisdom of Booker T. Washington"
was released in April 2006. She will
have a booksigning of this book at
the event.
Booker T. Washington's fir t
visit to the Inland Empire was in
I 903 when he delivered the keynote
address for the opening of
Claremont College spoke at the
Methodist Church in Ontario, and at
California Teacher's Association
Conventioll\ Washington developed
a strong friendship with Frank
Miller, the then keeper of the

..• .•

"Glenwood Mission Inn."
•
At Miller's request, Washingt~n'
returned in 1913 to visit. His trav~ls
took him to Northern California a~d
according to, Dr. Rudolph Lapp;
noted historian, "he impressed
everyone to whom he spoke." He
returned to Tuskegee and did not
return to California again until
March 1914. Research shows that
he returned with the Congregational
Churches speaking in Riverside,
Redlands, . and at Second Baptist,
one of the oldest Black churches in
Riv~rside, and the music room at the
Mi. ion Inn. When he returned
home , he passed away and the residents of Riverside and Redlands
held memorial services that were
well attended.
While Booker T. Washington
was in Riverside he spoke to Whites
and Blacks in mass. One of the
newspaper articles says "he spoke to
500 Colored folks." He spoke to

a

See BRUNCH, Page A-3

Schools, Kids Brace for Tougher State Testing Rules

Raising The Bar

/

The Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

By Chris Levister
"Close the gap," that's the word from
state school 's chief Jack O 'Connell .
California's students are sharpening
their No. 2 pencils for the spring testing
eason that kicks into high gear thi s week.
That's, when the state Department of
Education will release school rankings
fro m last year's STAR (Standardized
Testing and Reporting) tests and goals.
"Everybody is on edge, says David
Morgan, a veteran teacher, and state public instruction consultant.
With good reason. Under new tougher
state rules schools must make measurable
progress toward closing the gap between

California students are gearing up for the annual testing season. Ne~ state rules push
schools to meet higher standards.
whites and lower achieving minority stu- improvement goals for 2006 but would
dents. The twist is some schools met their
See CIVIL RIGHTS, Page A-3

The State of
· Black CA
The R1nck Ynice News
RIVERSIDE

Billy Joe Stokes Remembered
Ttze 8{ack Yoice News
RIVERSIDE

Billy Joe Stokes, a member of one of the
first Black families in Riverside, recently
passed.
Stokes was born to Maitland LaVerne
Stokes and Cora (Peggy) Stovall Stokes on
August 26, 1934 in Los Angeles , CA . He had
one brother, Bailey LaVerne Stokes. Both parents and his brother preceded him in death.
Known to most as Jack, Stokes grew up in
Riyerstde as part of a close exte nded family.
He attended Palm Elementary, Central Middle
School and graduated from Polytechnic High
• See STOKES, PAGE A-3

Photo by Sam James
Jack Stokes' (Coche'r Car Club member
since 1956,) casket with flower arrangement of club seal and broken wheel.

q-Mail to: pressrelea5:r,@blackvoicenews.~)m

The DuBois Community Scholar's Forum
will host a community forum on April 16, 2007
beginning at 7:00 at the Chavez Community
Center/Bobby Bonds Park , 2060 University
Avenue, Riverside. This year's topic will be
The State of Black California 2007: Part II, A
Review of the Report from the California
Legislative Black Caucus [A critical analysis
and discussion of the Criminal Justice Court
System], facilitated by Dr. E. M. Abdulmumin,
Jalani Bakari and Manasseh Nwaigwe. Invited
panelists include: Gary Windom, Office of the
Public Defender and Rod Pacheco, Office of
the District Attorney.
Sponsored by the Riverside Branch NAACP
& the DuBois In titute and co-sponsored by
. See FORUM, PAGE A-3

Congressman Ken Calvert congratulates Mike & Deen Teer on recelvlQg the 2006
National Republican Congressional Caucus 2006 Businessman of the Year Award
March 15, 2007 In Washington DC.
·

P.O. Box.,1581, Riverside, Cali fo rnia 92502 (951) 682-6070 ©Black Voice News 200,5
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Building Better Communities

COMMENTARY

HE'S HERE!

San Bernardino Council believe the evidence if not the presenters
In the book of John chapter 14, we find the disciples Thomas and Philip
· are having a question(s) session with J esus and they keep asking him questions to prove who he really is. Finally in verse 11 Jesus responded in this
fashion if you don't believe me
then " at least believe on the evidence of the miracles them•
selves" (New International
Version). Jesus was being irri•
tated by this lack of seeing and
not believing by witnessing who
had seen the miracles. I know
this is how the mayor and pre•
senters must have felt after they
had speaker after speaker and
witness after witness testify to the success of the Operation Phoenix
Program in the 2nd Ward of San Bernardino.
What is one to do when some council members are so blind by envy, jeal•
ously and financial contributions that even the evidence cannot increase
their intelligence? When an elected leader reaches that threshold the only
thing left for the citizens to do is to elect someone else. I'm afraid of the
council members that are demonstrating that kind of behavior.
In the case of Operation Phoenix Program a highly respected retired
judge coordinated with other respected agencies such as County Board of
Supervisors, California Highway Patrol, California State University, Stater
Brothers Market and community leaders, including city council members,
Chief or Police, and code enforcement director. It had 'tegal input from their
own city attorney. They had as witness council member .Dennis Baxter and
business leaders adjacent to the area give high praise in support of the
operation. We have had the news media reporting of the program success
yet you still do not believe. Maybe you want to see the nail prints first? No,
that was doubting Thomas, not the intelligent members of the San
Bernardino city council.
So pharaslng what Jesus told the disciples if you have problems with the
presenters of the information or the way it was presented then call them a
LIAR or accept the report and act in an intelJigent educate manner on the
evidence presented.

Riverside City needs to do more community outreach .
The citizens of Riverside finally presented their concerns before the city
council about the way the new city manger is making decisions when it
comes to employment of minorities. The perception is that more Blacks and
Latinos have been fired than hired since Brad Hudson hit the city. It was
Victoria Jackson who said to her knowledge 13 minorities have been fired
since June 2005, the month Hudson started employment. It was Hudson
who refuted the allegations by saying the percentage of management
employees for Blacks had increased by 1.7% and 1.9% for Latinos since he
took the position of city manager. This is good and welcome news to all ~f
us but one of the problems that existed with the city is the lack of commu•
nity involvement with visible minorities since Hu~on took office while all
of the high profile minorities were let go. It still rings true that if the public does not know what you are doing, then you are not doing anything.
When the only thing they see is an exodus of people who look like them
coming out or city hall and the only ones looking like them going in paying

bills, it leaves a bad taste on the tongue. This is what the community was
saying to the council, "don't we count as citizens?"
I want to encourage the mayor and city council to seek ways to keep the
Black and Latino citizens better informed because we are not active mem•
bers of the chamber, Kiwanis, Rotary clubs, attend the same churches, shop
at the same supermarket or our children don't attend the same schools nor
exercise by walking up Mollljt Rubidoux. We don't get our hair care from
the same establislunents and our 'political affiliation is different so the
chance for us to get information accidentally is not great.
The things we have in common is we pay taxes, live in the same city,
breath the same air, ride the same congested streets, but fall short when it
comes to sharing the fruits from the economic trees of the city. We bear the
words of inclusion but not feeling or seeing the results. The city needs to
identify those 1.7 and 1.9 percent to the public.and work on increasing this
number. 209 didn't stop you from hiring Blacks and Latinos it was suppose
to level the playing field.

Don't practice "Disparate Treatment"
of employees in the workplace
Over the past several months we have been inundated with complaints
of racial cliscrimination from Black female employees from a cross section
of employers in the Inland Empi.re. All of the complaints have the same
recurring theme of subordinates informing upper management that these
ladies have an attitude problem, are arrogant, incompetent, and staff is
afraid of them. In all of the complaints the Black female employees are better educated than their subordinates, self assured, articulate an,d have a
positive assurance about decision making. In each complaint the employee
statedthat they have been made to feel as though they have done something
wrong. In one case, a supervisor had been heard saying? I'm happy for 209
because we don 't have to hire any more Blacks. Nothing could be farther
from the truth than that perception of 209. Not hiring Blacks is one sure
way to prove your company discriminates because of race.
None or the anti discrimination laws have changed since 1964 in the passage of T itl~ vn·of the civil right legislation. Discrimination is still a num•
hers game for !,be employer.to prove they do not discriminate. Yes and just
like a iexual hostile environment is created in Sexua! Harrassment the same
is still true when it come to race. When a supervisor makes it known in the
workplace tha t the "Natives are restless" referring to Blacks, " They are
lazy" or " we have not hired a Black in this department in the past 10 years
because we can't find any who qualify" . Do you as a supervisor allow
employees to tell racial joke in the workplace? Those kind of statements
create tension in the workplace tha t eventually lead to disparate treatment
when someones feelings get hurt and management does not adequately
investigate.
One of the things each complainants express is "disparate in treatment"
they ,see and experience a difference in how they are being treated as com•
pared to their white coworkers. Some of the females have examples to sup•
port their allegation. Some have witness from other races and now the wit•
ness feels being retailed against for speaking out against these perceived
acts discrimination.
Now the question is how does one prove discrimination, the courts have
long recognized that " direct evidence of discr imination is virtually impossible to produce" so they rely on comparative evidence where there is no
nonracial explanation for the difference in treatment, according to author
Barbara Schlei and Paul G rossman of Employment Discrimination Law
Book. In other wor ds do you as a. company allow all employees to rat on
their supervisors in the company and how do you respond to their com•
plaints? Do you allow a supervisor to say we have not hired a white employee in \his department over the past ten years and we are not going to start?

or

To counter that, I would suggest the Black female document, date, time,
place and witJess so that a comparative analysis can be offered as evidence.
Because of these many complaints I will prepare some article pbout discrimination with regularity in hopes of helping employees and organizations improve work relations. Watch out for "Disparate Treatment" of
employees in the workplaG,:

Thursday, April 5, 2007
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lntroducint?
Joseph C. Phillips

·T he Property of God
By Joseph C. Phillips
BVN Columnist

Rights are those things to which
we claim by virtue of simply be ing
human -- by belonging to God -and are therefore th ings that cannot
This past weekend, I watched the
film "Amazing Grace." This mar- be granted by other men. · Hence the
velous film tells the story of the bat- removal of chains is not the grantitle abolitionist William Wilberforce ng of freedom, but the return of libwaged to end the slave trade in the erty to its rightful owner. Property
British E mpire. While watching the taken from you doesn't cease being
film, I pondered the fact that our yours simply because it is in anothunderstanding of the origins of our er man's possession. And when it is
liberty has changed very little since returned, the thief grants you nothing but that which ha~ always been
1807.
There is a great deal of discussion yours .
Critical to our understanding is
about the cruelty of slavery in the
film . During an especially poignant that right also come with corremoment, a former slave, played by sponding duties to respect the right
the musician Youssou N'Dour, of others. My neighbor has a duty
opens his shirt displaying the brand to respect my right to life, liberty
burned i nto his chest when he and private property and I have a
reached the West Indies from . duty to do the same. Of course, men
Africa, a mark that in his words, let regularly violate that duty, which is
him know that he no longer why men compact with government
belonged to God, but to men. This to secure inalienable rights from the
moment in the fil m is striking not devilment of human nature. ·
because it affirms the cruelty of
Sitting in the theatre, I wondered
slavery. Slavery was/is not evil that here in.America, the only nation
because of its cruelty, but because it built upon these principles, we have
violates the natural state of man by largely lost our understanding of
rights and in fact diluted them so
reduc ing the divine to the profane.
It is the assertion of divine owner- that increasingly they are indi tinship that is the basis upon which we guishable from privileges , those
claim our liberty. God made man advantages that government grants
free and independent. As free men, or denies certain groups that meet or
we must own our bodies, our ideas, fail to meet certain requireme nts .
For instance, we hear about our
and the fruits produced by same. It
is upon this concept that we proper- right to health care, social security
ly define rights and upon this rock and a host of other government, or
more accurately, taxpayer funded
'America was founded.

entitlements. If men are in fact born
with these rights, there must be a
corresponding duty that falls on our
neighbors to provide it. Does your :
neighbor have a duty to pay for your
doctor's visits and medical care?
Do your neighbors have a duty to
pay for your retirement? What
about housing:? Food and c lothing?
One can argue that these are things
God fearing neighbors ought to
cheerfully do for one another.
However, that is wholly different
from politicians that want to use the
power of govern ment to force
munificence. The administrative
state along with its corresponding
schemes of wealth redisu·ibution are

wrong because the equal right to liberty means no man should be made
to. work for the benefit of another.
S lavery practiced with kid gloves is
slavery still.
William Wilberforce gave his life
fighting for the revolutionary idea
that the equal right to life and liberty derives from the "laws of nature
and of natures God". Alas, the idea
seems as sour to our contemporary
ears as it was to o many in the late
18th and early 19th centuries.

Joseph C. Phillips is the author of
"He Talk Like a White Boy" avai{able wherever books are sold

Letter to the Editor
What people are saying about Dr. Long's appointment to Secretary of Education
Last week RCOE Superintendent
Dave Long
was appointed
Secretary
of E ducation · by
Governor Arnold Swh"!arz.enegger

Jim Brulte, former State Senator:
"I applaud Gov. Schwarzenegger
for his choice of Dr. David Long for
Sj!cretary of Education . Dave is a
dynamic leader who 'is known
around the state and nation for innovative programs to improve student·
achievement. Dr'. Long has been in
the classroom; he has been a principal and school district superintendent. He knows what we need to do ,
and will help the governor make the
right decisions 'to benefit each and
every student."
Frank

Passarella,

Superintendent, Lake E ls inore
Unified School District: "I think
that our governor has made one of
the best decisions for the students
throughout the state of California,
Dr. Dave Long has always been and
will continue to be the individual
who clearly focuses on the best
interests of the youth we serve. He
is a leader among educators

throughout the state and will provide a clear focus in mo,ving public
education in the right dire'J;:tion."

job leading and servi ng the schools
in Ri verside County. Governor
Schwarzenegger has made an excellent choice, and we look forward to
working with Dr. Long and the
administration on the important
issues facing our school , including
adequacy of school funding and the
federal reauthorization of
NCLB , among many others.

"The biggest issue not just in
California, but in the nation , is crea ting ari educated and skilled workforce, and to do that we need to
Doris Wilson, Superin'tendent ,
bridge the gap between education
Desert Sand
Unified School
and business. I am speaking not just
District: "I am so thr illed that his
as Chair of the Workforce
professionalism and expertise are
Development Board, but ·a banker,
being recognized at the state and
an employer in Riverside. I have
national level. Dr. L6ng represents
worked with Dr. Long for many ·
all ofus in education ,nd has moved
Riverside County to the forefront in
Scott
Plotkin ,
Executive . years, and having Dr. Long as :Secretary of Education will give us
California. We wish him well and Director, California School Boards
we wi ll m i s him dearly."
· Association: "I couldn' t be happier. a big jump on making that bridge
I am absolutely delighted that the happen, and forming , that partnergovernor has chosen such a experi- ship."
Paul Jessup , Supe rinte ndent, enced and distinguished educator
Kathy
Kinley,
President,
Alvord Unified School District: with both school district and county
"Dave's leader hip and succ~ss in office experienced to be the new California
School
Boards
Riverside County have obviously secretary of education I look for- Association
"He .has experienced tremendous
been noted by the governor, and the ward to working with . Dave as he
helps the govern create an agenda growth during his time in Riverside
skills and abilities he possesses will
County, and he also understands
be great assets to the governorts for the public schools of the 2 1st
Century."
the issue of declining enrollment. I
administration."
believe he is an excellent choice.
Jamil Dada, Chair, Riverside He realizes the challenges that
Bob Wells, Executive Dfrector,
schools face in this age of
Association of California School County Workforce D evelopment
Administrators: " Dave Long is one Board ,
member
Californ ia accountability, and I think he also
understands the need for more
of our most respected leaders . He Workforce Investment Board, Vice
has been a successful school super- President National Association of resources."
intendent and done a tremendous Wor,k force Boards

Obama fundraising rivals Clinton '
Democratic presidential hopeful Barack Obama
has raised at least $25m in the first quarter of
fundraising for the 2008 race, his campaign team
says.
The figure puts him on a par with rival Hillary
Clinton - also seeking the Democratic nomination who has raised $26m, a record-breaking amount.
Campaigners for Mr Obama said more than
100,000 people had contributed .

2007 FIRST QUARTER FUNDRAISING
Hillary Clinton - S26m
Barack Obama - $25m
Mitt Romney - $23m
Rudy G iuliani - $1 5m
John Edwards - $14m
John McCain - S12.5m
Figures reporled by campaigns for the 2008 frontrunners
Both Republican and Democratic contenders are keen to show they can
raise funds from a broad support base.
Analysts say Mr Obama's figures show the Illinois senator, a relative
newcomer to the political scene, could be a_ real threat to Mrs Clinton .
· At least $23 .Sm of the money r~ised so far wi ll be e ligible to be spent in
the Democratic primary race early next year.
The primaries will decide which candidate run for the Whi.te House,
hopii;ig to take back control after two ~rms of Republican President George
W Bush .
"This overwhelming response, in only a few hort weeks, shows the
hunger for a different kind of politics in this country and a be lief at the
grassroots leve l that Barack Obama can bring out the best in America to
solve our problems," his campaign finance head said.
Some $6.9m was raised over the internet, from 50 ,000 donors, hi campaign organisers said.
Announcing her first quarte r total on Sunday, Mrs Clinton's aides aid
50 ,00Q donors were recorded in all 50 states and that 80 % of donations
were for $ 100 or less.
Reported/Reprinted from BBC News
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DIVERSITY

STOKES

Continued from Front Page

Continued from Front Page
~chool in June 1953.
As a teen, he accepted Christ into
his heart and was baptized at Park
Avenue Baptist Church.
He met and married Willa Jean
Wafer in August of 1954 and to this
union were born four daughters. The
first child, Linda Janine passed .
shortly after birth. They were later
blessed with Deborah, Melinda and
Lisa.
Stokes enjoyed many hobbies,
Photo by Sam James
but his passion was the Coche'r Car
Members of the Stokes family, decendants of one of the first Black famClub which was formed in 1956.
ilies to arrive in Riverside in the 1800's.
The .club motto is "Les Amis Pour
Tou Jours" meaning friends forever. gave assistance to fellow employees Stokes; daughters Deborah Stokes,
Melinda Turk and Lisa Allison;
This commitment of friendship to and could be counted on to help and
to
be
a
friend.
He
retired
in
1992.
sons-in-law, George Turk and Carl
his club brothers was something he
On December 28, 1993, Stokes Allison; grandchildren, Brittany and
honored till his last breath.
Stokes had a career at the was united in marriage to1 Dora Lee Brianne Greene, Tyler . and Joshua
Cox. He embraced Dora s children, Turk, David and Daniel Allison and
California School for the Deaf as a
Grounds Supervisor. Additionally, grandchildren, great-graqdchildren a host of nieces, nephews, cousins,
rel ati vcs and friends .
he held many positions including and extended family as his own.
He
leaves
to
cherish
his
memory
president of the local California
State Employee Association. He and celebrate his life: wife Dora

HUDSON
Continued from Front Page
He showed the residents a chart
illustrating how the city employment has diversified since he
became city manager. His chart
· illustrated that African Americans in
city management have increased by .
1.7 percent and Latinos in city management have also increased by 1.9
percent.
Hudson and the City Council
received the most complaints about
the "at-will" contracts that were
given to two police captains. Both
police captains, Pere Esquivel and
John De La Rosa, were promoted to
deputy chief and assistant chief.
"At-will" contracts mean that they
can both be fired at any time and

BRUNCH
Continued from Front Page
them about the importance of the
accumulation of property and of
doing their work so well that they
will become indispensable. The purpose of his travels was to raise
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retain their previous positions as . directly at Hudson. Many residents
police captains.
feel that Hudson is dipping his
,Daryl Hurt, president of the hands
in
unknown
waters.
Riversi•de Police Administrators Residents want Hudson to allow
Association, spoke on behalf of the Chief Russ Leach to have LOO perRPAA, "We believe that having 'at- cent control to do his job.
. will' con\racted positions at this
Ward 4 resident Mary Figueroa
level of police department manage- said that many residents have admitment is dangerous and bad for the ted to being fearful of dialoging
community." Hurt deems it to be with the City Council. Figueroa
dangerous because it can possibly explained that the people should not
create dysfunction and impede the feel this way toward the leadership
police department of performing which represents this city. "City
objective iJwestigations.
Council does not have any training
Ken Tutwiler, President of to be making decisions in the police
Riverside
Police
Officers department. We will not tolerate it,"
Association, warned Hudson that Figueroa emphatically declared.
"at will" employees can . become "These methods· have no place in the
"yes" men, which conflicts with City of Riverside."
police morale. "You need to trust
Chief Leach," Tutwiler said looking

money for the Tuskegee Institute
which he founded.
In 2002, National Park Services,
The Black Voice News and the
Black Voice News Foundation
organized a symposium to commemorate Booker T. Washington's
visits and connection to Riverside,
California's history. A bust in

Washington's likeness was created
by Bernard Edmonds', a local artist.
The statue was erected and unveiled
in 2004 and sti;ategically placed in a
premier area· in front of the now
Historic Mission Inn Hotel by
Duane Roberts, the now "Keeper of
the Inn."

Perhaps we are wrong. Perhaps

TESTING
Continued from Front Page
not have under the 2007 rules.
" It's goi ng to be more challenging for the schools to reach thefr
growth target, said O 'Connell.
"Closing the achievement gap is
not only an economic imperative,
but a moral imperative.
Increasingly many teachers and
administrators feel they're caught
in a vise, pressured by the rising
demands of Sacramento and the
federal No Child Left Behind Act.
Although schools have long
administered standardized tests, a
decade ago they took on ,greater
significance when state legislators
created benchmarks that ramp up
annually.
Schools are under pressure to
teach new concepts and skills, reinforce previous lessons and give
practice tests before the annual
STAR tests are administered in late
April or early May.
With state and national polls
showing little progress in achievement among high school students,
schools are adopting creative ways
to help students and bring up
scores.
For
example
San
Bernardino City Unified Schools
has joined civic and private partnerships that sponsor a beforeschool academy, an after-school
program and a weekly parents'
group.
. The federal No Child Left
Behind Act expects every child in
California to meet academic performance standards by 20 14. To
reach that goal, every year the law
will . demand increasing percent-

FORUM
Continued from Front Page
the Vines Society, The Group, the
African American Health lnstitute 1
IEAAC, and the African American
Hi storicaJ Society. For m0re information,
contact:
Dr.: E.M.
Abdulmumin ,

Dubois

we will wake up tomorrow morning
to find that newspapers did make
tremendous strides to reach ASNE's
initial parity goal, and that the cynicism of a before-the-fact press

release is unwarranted.
~
And that Thomas Dewey d'efeated Harry S. Truman for president in
1948,

ages of students attain proficiency
in language and math. But it leaves
it to the state to define proficiency.
California set one of the highest
achievement bars in the nation.
Already more than 30 percent of
schools located in urban communities are fail ing to meet the federal
standards and may eventually face
sanctions, possibly a state
takeover.
Despite cnt1c1sm of testing
mania, most administrators, teachers and parents agree the benchmarks are necessary.
" It boils down to accountabili. ty," said Morgan. The new rules
enable the state to track "real"
teache,r progress . . "We've got to

take the politics and rhetoric out of
educating low-performing students.
O 'Connell is telling schools
they must educate every child,
regardless of circumstances, to
meet high standards.
"We're raising the bar." When:
the rubber meets the road the test:
O'Connell says is to see what stu-:
dents can do in the real world. For:
example can they do simple math - :
without a calculator or can they:
write a letter to grandma.
"We've go the feed the whole:
child , which is especially impor-'
tant for lower income students who
are falling further and further
behind."

KKK
Continued from Front Page
victims of hate crime won't report
non-violent incidents to police.
"The fear of being deported far outweighs the fear of being intimidated
by the Ku Kl.ux Klan. The number
of incidents is severely underreported. We' te looking at the tip of the
iceberg," said Quevedo.
Civil rights watchdogs say the
Klan has adopted new publicity
tricks, such as burst e-mailing racist
fliers to school teachers during
Black History month, and has
embraced the Internet as a means to
spread anti-Semitism and racism.
One group, the Empire Knights
of the KKK runs an Internet-bas~d
radio station, dubbed "KKK
Radio," which broadcasts white
power music and racist and hatred
propaganda.
The ADL says the troubling Klan
resurgence has manifested itself in a
Institute/NAACP
emabdulmumin@yahoo.com; 951.686.9930.
The DuBois Scholar's Forum is a
community .oriented critical inquiry
round table charged with the goal of
educating Inland Empire African
Americans about their plight and
empowering them to offer culturally
re levant and appropriate action
agendas. -

number of ways:
Longstanding groups . have
increased their activity and experienced a rapid expansion in size.
New groups have emerged, causing
racial tensions ·in communities and
schools previously untroubled by
racial issues. They hold anti-immigration rallies and recruitment
drives for so called "keepers of the
land" gun-toting vigilante border
protection groups.
"Although some Klansmen may
still hold cross burnings dressed in
robes and hoods, today's young
card carrying Klansmen are more
likely to look .virtually indistinguishable. They could be the invisible next door neighbor. "Today's
Klansmen are more likely to gather
at white power music concerts, anq
anti-immigration rallies or socialize
at so-called "unity rallies" with
other white supremacists," said Ms.
Lauter.
Jarman says the yollusion and
cross pollination of Klan chapters
with other American racists groups
is troubling. He says as· America
turns browner,.__ fighting hatred,
prejudice and bigotry will get
tougher. "People need to be aware~
while the 60's era of Klan cross
burnings and lynching by people
donning white robes and hoods may
be fading - we all need to remember
a zebra never changes its stripes." ,
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Cutting Edge -Supply Brovides the cutting power to large
earth moving equipment.
Throughout their 18 year relationshiR with Citizens
Business Bank, they have grown _from a local business to
one that operates in several western states.

.
They enjoy the ease of doing business with the
~

.

!
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'

TOP Business Bank in the Nation
- US Banker Magazine.
Great people, great service. Someone they
can talk to about' their financial needs.

Haby Brenner & John Brenner
Cuffing Edge Supply
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Trial Begins for Casa Blanca Resident
Part 2 of 2
By Mary Shelton

Anti-Cancer
Vaccine for
Schoolgirls
Dear Dr. Levister: I'm a 20 year
female~ What should I know about the
anti cancer vaccine Gardasil? What
should parents know? T.W.
Dear T. W. The federal government
approved Gardasil in June, and a government advisory panel has recommended that all girls get the shots at 11
and 12, before they are likely to be sexually active.
Gardasil blocks infection by four
common strains of human papilloma ·
virus or HPV, which can cause cervical
cancer many years after infection.
HPV, which eventually infects over
half of all sexually active people, also
causes genital warts.
: Who Should Get It: Medical groups
ll)COmmend three doses given over six
months for girls ages 11 and 12, and
&aY it can be given to girls as young as
9' and up to 18. It is approved for
'-':omen up to age 26. The cost is $350
for the three doses required.
,; Manufacturer Merck & Co., which
s~ys Gardasil is covered by 96 percent
of insurance plans, recently added
Gardasil and its other adult vaccines to
it£ patient assistance program for lowi~come citizens.
,, The company claims Gardasil pre1/~nts 99 percent of infections by two
SPY strains that cause about 70 per~~nt of cervical cancer and two strains
that cause most genital warts.
·: On average, there are 9,710 new
cases of cervical cancer and 3,700
q~aths in the U.S. . each year.
Worldwide, cervical cancer is the No. 2
cancer in women causing over 470,000
cases and 233,000 deaths a year.
;: According to the U.S. Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention Merck
is completing testing of Gardasil on
women ages 26 to 45 and will apply for
approval for those groups by year's
end.
;: Rival drug maker GlaxoSmithKline
i developing its own vaccine,
Cervarix.
•: There is a lot of political "noise"
surrounding Gardasil. The massive
r\)edia hype doesn 't heip nor does the
meddling from the governor of Texas
~ ho ordered all girls in his state to get
tl\.e vaccine and who is a politician not
~:physician.
If you were my daughter asking, I'd
;ay - check with your physician before
you proceed - but wait until the "noise"
~es down.

q~w

Juanita

BARNES
, "BEN STEIN SAID: "The indispensable first step to getting the things you
want out of life is this: Decide what you
~ant"
: HELLO MORENO VALLEY
: THE FAMILY REUNION: Oh tell
me loved ones would my memory stay,
and would my image in . your heart
abide? Or should I be as some forgotten
dfeam, that lives its little space, then
fades entire? And oh how well I know
that tears ~e vain! Bu\ love is sweet, my
dears, and life is brief; would give my
spirit stronger wings to know that you
remembered still and wept for me.
PAUL LAURENCE DUNBAR.

.

• A teenager asked that I write this for
t:enagers his age: 11 A TEEN-AGER'S
P.RAYER" God in heaven, I am young
a)id don't understand what it is like to be
a• parent, but · it must be very hard
~cause so many people are failing at it
tbese days. I pray for mom and dad,
Qod, that you will help them to be good
P:1fents strong in the ways you want
them to be, so I can look up to them ,vith
aamiration and feel confident that their
i~struction is right. Help me, dear Lord,
to understand my parents. Remind me
t,at when I don't get my way it is
because they love me and not because
t{ley want to be mean or deprive me of a
g,ood :ime. Help me, God ~hen I
become stubborn and refuse to bsten, to
, ai:;cept the fact that they have wisdom
apd experience because they were once
tfenagers, but I have never been a parent. Put in my heart the respect and consjderation they deserve for their years of
}tard work and sacrifice. They raised me
as best they could. Let me not repay
t6em with gri~ or shame. Rather help
~e to give them obedience, respect, for- ·
~veness and love. Most of all, God,
while I· still have my parents here on
earth, help me to appreciate them and let
qlem know I do. This will put a little
qtough J\your heart and mind.
I

; Angela Knox is one of our camera
~rsons at Cathedral Of Praise
International Ministries. This woman of
God has a wonderful business 11 APRIC:OT GLAZE EXQUISITE AROMAS'.

thought he was going to get hit so he them then put his hand in his pocket II as
struck Rivera once above his left eye. if he were clenching fn object". While
Barney was asked again by Jaramillo Barney approached Rivera, Beebe said
he had rolled up the windows, locked the
Having suffered from a mental dis- · why he had stopped Rivera.
ability for over two decades, Rivera had
"When he made eye contact with us car and then stood next to the rear of it
tried to comply with the officers to the and immediately put his hand in his . until Barney had struck Rivera, knocking
best of his ability. One of them struck pQ;;ket," Barney said, 11My opinion is that them both to the ground. At that point, he
ran over to help him handcuff Rivera.
him in the face, Jaramillo said.
he's acting bizarre."
Barney said that he did not know
Beebe testi lied that after Rivera had
Barney, a POPs officer . who had
worked at three different law enforce- whether he believed that Rivera was been struck, he had "actively resisted"
ment agencies in nine years, testified that under the influence of a controlled sub- arrest, although under cross-examina. he had been driving his-squad car with stance or suffering from a mental disor- tion, Beebe admitted that he had not
Beetx: on Mary Street when he saw der although he had included both in his mentioned that in his report nor had he
written that he had ordered Rivera to put
Rivera walking. He said that he then report.
11
turned into the parking lot and saw
1 didn't know what was going on, 11 his hands behifld his back.
11
ljust didn't use that wording," Beebe
Rivera staring at him, then place his hand Barney said.
'
Since Barney had initiated the contact said.
in his pocket, like he was clencliing an
with Rivera, he was required by departBeebe also said that he had reviewed
object.
11
It wasn't normal behavior upon see- mental policy to activate his digital audio both his and Barney's report because
ing an officer," Barney said.'
recorder, which he did but not until after they often asked each other 10 proofr~ad
So Barney said, he got out of his car; Rivera had already been handcuffed by their reports.
After Rivera was handcuffed and the
walked over to Rivera and' said, "what's him and Beebe. He wrote in his report
happening". Rivera walked away and that he had not activated the device officers were walking back to their squad
Barney followed, and ordered him to get because he had seen Rivera put his hand . car, they discussed the possibility that
his hand out of his pocket. Rivera then in his pocket and he believed it was not Rivera may have been suffering from a
mental disorder, Beebe said.
pulled his hands out with his fists safe to do so while inside his vehicle.
People who attended a recent meeting
clenched at shoulder level, accoi·ding to
Beebe testified that he had been ridthe officer. Barney testified that he ing with Barney and saw Rivera stare at in Casa Blanca said that the officers had

talked about the incident and told them
that they did not know that Rivera had
been mentally ill but that if he was, he
should not have been on the streets unattended.
Jennie Rivera testified that her son
walked through the 'park nearly every
day. He walked with his head down so he
could pick up change off the ground
which he then often counted to determine
if he had enough to buy cigarettes.
11
• I had sent him to pick up the two
children a~d he had never come back, 11
Rivera said.
She said that her son was on medication and did not have a history of any
problems. He was shy and preferred to
be by himself, she said.
She said that she had received a
phone call later that he was in jail and
she did not know why. Two days later, .
she went to pick him up at the Banning
work camp .
While under cross-examination,
Jennie Rivera was asked about whether
she had llJ.ade statements that were critical of police officers at the Casa Blanca ,
Community Action Group and the Inter-

police Advisory Commission meetings. "I've spoken for and against law •
enforcement," Rivera said.
At that point, Webster decided to call
the attorneys into his chambers to discuss •
an issue and after they came out, he for:
mally recused himself from the case and
sent it back to Tranbarger.
· ~
At that point in the process, the case
was hours away from being dismissed
after exhausting the IO day period to find
a courtroom in the overcrowded court
system in Riverside County. However,
Tranbarger did find a courtroom to send ·
the case to be retriec;l again. At that poinl,
Monroe offered a deal to Rivera to plead ,
guilty to the infraction and pay $100
fine , but Rivera and his mother .were
adamant, no fine, no time. The prosecu- .
tor acquiesced and agreed to the terms.
Although he did not really want to do 1
so, Rivera pled guilty to the 'infraction ·
but received no fine or probation with it
and walked out of the courthouse with.:
the ordeal finally behind.him.

Black Americans' Emotions Inside Delusions

A.J
'II

,P.A.C.S.

"And again I say unto you, it is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a
needle than for a rich man to enter into
the kingdom of God" (Matthew 19:24).
. What does this mean? Practically all
Black ministers have an explanation but
allow me to extend this into another
realm. Let us assume that Jesus was
referring to those rich people who were
filled with delusions about scarcity and
thereby reacted from so much fear as to
go about grabbing all they could--and by
any immoral or illegal means necessary.
Thus it would be necessary to shed these
delusions; replace them with Ma' at
(love in action) type values: and then
modify, refine, or completely change
their character to be in accordance with
the ultimate of Ma'at principles. The
objective is to become "no one" by
being lost in the harmony and unity of
all God's creations and creatures.
Now suppose some of this process
has application to slavery-generated
delusions present in struggling Black
Americans. Here are my speculations.
Pains were generated in slave males
from losing or restraining their "manC_ar Freshener Fragrances, Pure Body
Oils, Scented Gel Candles, Massage
Oils, Incense & Burning Oils, and Body
& Linen Spritz and many others. you
may visit Angela's at www.apricotglazearomas.com <http://www.apricotglazearomas.com>
or e-mail apricoiglazel l @msn.com Believe me you
will be blessed, the oils are great.
Contact# (909)641-7739.
11

The National Council of Negro
Women, Inc.11 Moreno Valley Section
cordiallY, invites ·you to attend the 18th
Annual Founder's Day Celebration.

hood"; from being placed in an inferior
position to Black females; from an
inability to obtain adequate or any
employment; and from not having what
-it took to fight the White man. Slave
females had pains over being continually raped by White men, among others.
Inside the delusions of today's struggling Blacks are emotional and spiritual
pains culturally transmitted and
acquired. Together, they are denied, suppressed, repressed, ignored, compensated for, or dissociated. Ways they are
dealt with them are by denial, dissociation, suppression , repression or compensation (by "acting a fool" or fighting or
fleeing by various defense mechanisms,
including engaging in superficial pleasures and "being about nothing"). All
Black people did (and do) have pains
over being co·nstantly insulted-- e.g.
Whites calling Blacks by their first
name, or gal/boy/uncle and insisting on
Caste behaviors. Although these emotions are out of conscious awareness and
hence out of control, they remain quite
active in causing one to do weird and
self-defeating things--things for which
he/she can not account-things like getting in fights over "nothing".
Regardless of how many are present
and in what combination in any given
Black American, there is a lack of
awareness of-but an accommodation
to ➔·and perhaps even the acceptance of
this "glob" of entangled terrible emotions delusions and pains. Despite being
"LIVING THE LEGACY" Sunday,
April 29th 2007 Social Hour 2:00 p.m.
at the Hap Arnold Club March Air
Reserve Base Donations: Adults $ 25 .00
Youth $ 16.00. please RSVP by April
16th 2007. Contact (951) 247-8193 or
486-9408 or 242-6952. To enter the base
you must have a Valid Driver's
License/Registration/Insurance.

considered "normal", the effects of this
glob are overwhelming. It takes up so
much mind space and energy as to leave
l,ittle room for more constructive
thoughts and actions. Hence, one is not
in complete control of one's minds-a
situation which can cause one lo go
"mad." Besides, the glob may well
explain many, of the physical problems
featured in Black Ame'ricans-strokes,
high blood pressure, diabetes, and cancer. Many struggling Blacks are mentally caged by being unable to "escape"
.into a state of reality. Their only relief is
to "escape" into roore disturbing delusions or into superficial pleasures or into
activities that lead to "dead-ends ." By
contrast, when tired of themselves, "normal" people can "escape" into distortions or fantasy. Pa\lse for a moment to
realize how completely caged you are
by extreme anger. Suppose, as a way of
life, you stayed in that mental stateconceivably as happens to many struggling Blacks. Under these circumstances
it is remarkable that the afflicted getr.as
much done as they do--and that they do
not do things much worse than what
they do. They need community help.
website: www.jablifeskilh.com

Argosy Univetsity

"THE 5TH ANNUAL HARVEST
CONFERENCE" 'at Cathedral Of Praise
Internat.ional Ministries WAS A GREAT
SUCCESS, TO GOD BE THE GLORY.
BE BLESSED

Pet Peeve: Credit By Coercion
Merchants are forcing people to produce credit cards for business transactions that have absolutely nothing
to do with credit. For instance, I
stopped into a local gym and asked
an employee the cost of using the
Richard 0. facilities a couple times per week.
"Fifteen dollars per month," he
replied, "and you must be a member.
To join you must show two pieces of
TD and a major credit card." T just
There was a time when a credit
turned and walked away wondering,
card was a free choice. It was an
"Why do I need two pieces of ID and
impersonal plastic endorsement of
a major credit card to lift weights that
your credibility.- A credit card once
I'm not even taking home? Why
implied trustworthiness and sdlv~.can't I just pay as I go?" The reason
cy. In the 70s when credit cards were
is because with a contact they can ·
first introduced they were used for
ruin my cherished credit if I don't
airline tickets, hotels, fine dining,
continue for a year or whatever .their
and in place of travelers' checks
contract demands . Even returning a
while traveling. Customers of credit •
book late to the library can ruin your
cards opted to sacrifice the extra
vital credit.
expense of interest.and annual fees in
Just to carry one credit card could
exchange for convenience coupled
-easily cost the cardholder a monthly
with the sense of an aristocratic
fee whether the card is used or not.
power. Those days are gone.
Then to use the card, even an ATM
Today credit card companies have
card, the cardholder pays an addisetup a system where credit cards are
tional service fee in 111ost places. God
a necessity rather ·you want one or
forbid if you happen to make a major
not in order to be accepted as a
purchase and pay it off with the minhuman being worthy of trust. Credit
imum monthly payments. By the
card companies favor the poor and
time you finish paying for a $400 TV
college students with the plastic
set, .you've spent nearIy twice that
prestige. It decreases the principle of
much with interest fees. I think there
delayed gratification and increases
should be a law that no person should
the temptation of instant gratificainsist that you own a credit card or
tion. An economical person who
show him or her your credit card
believes in saving and only buying
unless you are applying for credit.
items in which he or she can afford is
Credit coercion has reduced society
no longer worthy of trust.
to a totally impersonal world. There
Every time I turn around these
are too many 'scams in circulation
days some robotically desensitized
today and the unnecessary exposure
clerk is asking to see my credit card
of your credit card is an inroad to
and two pieces of ID. Unless I comyour private financial life. Besides
ply with the policy, I'm not qualified
what idiot started the rumor that
to rent the carpet shampooer, video,
everyone with a credit card was honor DVD. Why should renting petty
orable and those without one were
items, which are being paid with
dishonorable?
cash, become <a credit card matter?

JONES

Educatiorl that Works
At Argosy University, our degree programs
in Psychology, Education 'and Business
have helped working professionals succeed
for over 30 years.
Learn how to earn your bachelor's, master's
or doctorate degree and still have time for
your family.
Come to our Information Session on
Monday, March 26th at 6:30 p.m.

You select the right blend of classes to fit
your busy lifestyle.
• Evening and weekend courses
• Scholarships, Grants and Financial Aid
available for those who qualify
• Accredited*

ARGt SY

Call 1.866.217.9075 or visit argosyu.edulie
Argosy University/Inland Empire An approved degree site

636 East Brier Drive I Suite 235 I San Bernardino, CA 92408
• Argosy University is aco-edited by the Higher learning Commission and a member of the North Central Assoc'ation (NCAJ (30 North LaSalle Street, Suite 2400, Chicago;IL 60602,
1.800.611.7440. www.ncahk.org). © 2007 by Argosy University®
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The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
ELABORATE
FLORAL
DESIGN
· 9281 Duncan Ave.
Riverside, CA 92503
AUTOS WANTED

Cheryl Faye Albrecht
9281 Duncan Ave.
Riverside, CA 92503

DONATE YOUR CAR: Children's Cancer Fund! Help
Save A Child's Life Through Research & Support! It's
Fast, Easy & Tax Deductible. Please Call Today 1-800252-0615. (Cal-SCAN)

This business is oonducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet-begun to
transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement ~ true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which re or she knows to be
fals~ is guilty of a crime.)
sf.Cheryl F. Albrecht
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the

DONATE YOUR VEHICLE! United Breast Cancer
Foundation. A Woman is Diagnosed Every Two Minutes!
Free Annual Mammogram www.ubcf.info Fast, Free
Towing . Non-Runners Acceptable. 1-888-468-5964.
(Cal-SCAN)
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

A CASH COW!! 30 Vending Machines/You Approve Each

Location. Entire Business - $10,970. 1.800.VENDING
(1.800.836.3464). www.1800Vending.com (Cal-SCAN)
ALL CASH CANDY Route. Do you earn $800 a day? 30
machines and candy for $9,995. MultiVend LLC, 880
Grand Blvd., Deer Park, NY. 1-888-625-2405. (CalSCAN)
DISCOVER HOW TO Earn up to $750 a day from your
home! Be your own boss. Enjoy Financial Freedom.
www.750aDay.com Phone 1-904-346,1165. (Cal-SCAN)

use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violatkm of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p co:le)
Statement filed with the County of Rivereide on 3/07107.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date ~ was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk
A new . Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this staterT\ent
does not itself authorize the
use in this slate of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and ·Professions
Cooe).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk

FILE NO.R-2007--03445

p.3"15, 3122, J/29, 4/5 '
The following person(s) is(are)
doing business as:
CAMMARY & ASSOCIATES
23547 Descanso Drive
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Camiio Arellano Jr. lNMN)
23547 Descanso Drive
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Maribel Arellano (NMN)
23547 Descanso Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
This business is conducted by
Individual - Husband & Wife.
Registrant has not yet begun to ,
transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all tre infonnation in this statement is true '
and correct. IAregistrant who
dedares as true, informaoofi
which he or she knows to be ·
Continued on Page B-4.

Riverside Community
College District

START YOUR OWN Landscape Curbing Business- High
Demand. Low Overheads. High Profit. Training Available.
Priced
from
$12,000.
1-800°667-53_72.
www.EdgeMaster.net (Cal-SCAN)

www.rcc.edu

BUSINESS SERVICES

DISPLAY ADVERTISING.
Reach over 3 million
Californians. 140 community newspapers. Cost $1800
for a 3.75"x2" display ad (that works out to about $12.86
per
newspaper). '
Call
(916)
288-6019 ·
displayad@cnpa.com (Cal-SCAN)

The District
With tQree campuses that serve the educational needs of students within a 450 square mile
'area, RCCD has been the community's college of choice for nearly nine decades. The College
District offers 1DO+ programs leading to an associate's degree, career certificate or transfer to
a four-year college or university. Each semester, more than 35,000 students take classes online
or at one of RCCD's campuses or education centers. In additkm to the R~erside Cit)' College
(est. 1916), the community is served by campuses in the cities of Moreno Valley (est. 1991)
and Norco (est. 1991). By 2007, Riverside Community College District expects to complete the
process of becoming a multi-college system, with three separately accredited institutions.

REACH OVER 6 MILLION CALIFORNIANS! 240 newspapers statewide. Classified $550 for a 25-word ad. Call
(9.16) 288-6019 classad@cnpa.com (Cal-SCAN)
FINANCIAL SERVICES

.,CREDIT REPAIR., We Legally Remove Collections,
~po's, Bankruptcies, Medical, Judgments, others etc.
Raise credit scores! Honest. No Gimmicks. Member
Better Business Bureau. www.USLCR.com 1-888-6871~00. 1-888-687-1400. (Cal-SCAN)

General Information
The District offers competitive salaries and a generous fringe benefit package including medical,
dental and life insurance.
·

HELP WANTED

'Ill

. JOBS JOBS JOBS! California Army National Guard. No
e~perience. Will pay to train; High school Jr./Sr. &
Grads/Non-Grads/GED. May qualify for $10,000
BONUS. Call 1-800-GO-GUARD. (Cal-SCAN)

COMMUNITY Joa FAIR/ FoRUM
The Sheriffs Department la currently seeking quallfled applicants for numerous positions:

HhP WANTED/DRIVERS

Deputy Sheriff • Correctlonal Deputy

DRIVER: Don't Just Start Your Career, Start It Right!
q)mpany Sponsored COL training in 3 weeks. Must be
21.
Have
CDL?
Tuition
Reimbursement!
w9reen@crst.com 1-800-781-2778. (Cal-SCAN)

Community Servlce Officer
Sheriff's Service Officer

911 Communlcatfotts Officer'.

DRIVER- $5K SIGN-ON Bonus for Experienced Teams:
Dzy Van & Temp Control available. 0/0s & COL-A Grads
(CalSCAN)

Sheriff'• Corrections Assistant Trainee
Office Assistant • Cook • Baker

welcome. Call Covenant 1-866-684-2519 EOE.

DRIVER: TAKE CARE of your Family. Join ours.
Consistent miles, regional and dedicated runs. Company
paid
Commercial
Drivers
License
training.
vlww.SwiftTruckingJobs.com 1-866-476-6828. EOE.
(Cal-SCAN)

CJ

PtCTUREO ARE UNDERSHERIFF NEIL LINGLE WITH NEW HIRE, DEPUTY YOUNG AND HIS FAMILY,

HELP WANTED/SALES

WORK FROM HOME on Your PC. Earn $500-$1500/mo
PT. $2000-$5000/mo FT. FREE Information Online @
www.working2play.com or 1-510-315-6861 . (Cal-SCAN)
LAND FOR SALE

FISH LAKE VALLEY, NV. A bargain! 10ac Trout Stream
$59,900 (Abuts BLM). Eastern slope of WMe Mtns,
Within looming presence of Nevada's highest peak and
range. Snow covered year round. Providing cool, clean
water that feeds the Rainbow Trout Creek which borders
the enlire back boundary. One of a kindl Inspiring, must
seel Call 1-877-349-0822. (Cal-SCAN)
LAND FOR SALE/OUT OF STATE

1'ST TIME OFFERED · 40 acres - $39,900; 80 acres •
$69,900. Near Moses Lake. WA. 300 days of sunshine.
Mix of rolling hills and rock outcroppings. Excellent
views, private gravel roads, ground water and easy
a~cess! Financing available. Call WALR 1-866-5855687. (Cal-SCAN)
NW ARIZONA 40 Acres for $99,900. Cooler summersm)ld winters. Gorgeous mountain views. Halfway
between Phoenix & Las Vegas. Won't last at this price •
call now. Wagon Bow Ranch - DCD Realty 1-877-84 74986. (Cal-SCAN)
WESTERN NEW MEXICO. 20 acres $49,990. Scenic
region, tall trees, views, wildlife, borders BLM, electricity.
Horseback riding, hiking, hunting. Perfect for ranch, getaway, or retirement. 100% financing. Call 1-866-3654122. (Cal-SCAN)
WYOMING RANCH DISPERSAL 35 acres - $59,900; 75
acres - $108,900. Snow-capped mountain views.
Surrounded by gov't land. Abundant wildlife.
Recreational paradise. Low taxes. EZ Tenms. Call Utah
Ranches, LLC. 1-888-703-5263. (Cal-SCAN)
LAND/ACREAGE

'LAND AUCTION• 200 Properties must be sold! Low
Down. E-Z Financing. Free Catalog. 1-866-277-3424.
www.LandAuction.com (Cal-SCAN)
Nf:W MEXICO - FIRST Time Offer. Adjacent to Lake
Sumner. 10 acres - $15,900. Rare riverfront property in
NM. Incredible setting, including frequently running
Pecos River, views and diverse topography. 5 minutes to
R~creational Lake. Limited number of small ranches.
Excellent financing. Call NML&R. Inc. 1-888-204-9760.
(Cal-SCAN)
MEDICAL SUPPLIES/EQUIPMENT

POWER WHEELCHAIRS and SCOOTERS at little or no
cqst to seniors/disabled with Medicare, MediCal or
Insurance. Free Delivery, Training and Warranty.
ProHealth
Mobility. .
1-877-740-4900.
W)YW-ProHealthMobility.com (Cal-SCAN)

Fire Safety Inspector 1/11

$3,853 - $5,422
Final Filing: April 27, 2007

ARIZONA's - BEST BARGAIN - 36AC · $59,900. Perfect
for private retreat. Endless views, beautiful setting
w/fresh mountain air. Abundant wildlife. Seduded with
good access. Financing available. Call AZLR 1-877-301 5263. (Cal-SCAN)
SCHOOLS/INSTRUCTION

GET CRANE TRAINED! Crane/Heavy Equip. Training.
NMional Certification Prep. Placement Assistance.
Financial Assistance. 3,6,9, 12 Week Programs. Nevada
School of Construction. www.NV-SC.com 1-877-2542~36. (Cal-SCAN)
STEEL BUILDINGS

STEEL BUILDINGS HARDSHIP Sales: $10,000
D?Jivered. Others Available. 1-800-9Q4-8335. Ref Code
Nl"1. (Cal-SCAN)
t,

NURSING INSTRUCTOR "MEDICAL-SURGICAL''
Riverside City College/March Education Center
Garry primary responsibility for lecture and/or laooratory Instruction in the Associate Degree
Nursing Program and/or the Vocational Nursing Program at Riverside Cit)' College and/or March
Education Center. The assignment may also include other courses in the discipline. Master's
degree in Nursing, from an accredited institution, with preparation for teaching medical-surgical
is required. Current, valid license to practice as a professional nurse in the State of California
is also required. Experience: A minimum of two years of continuous experience in the practice
of professional nursing within the past five years is reQuired. At least one year's experience as
a registered nurse, providing direct patient care is required. One year of teaching experience in
a stale-accredited Associate Degree Nursing Program or one year of teaching experience In an
accredited Vocational Nursing Program is required. A clinical background in medical-surgical
nursing is required. Experience in community health, critical care, matemal/chikl, psychiatric/
mental heailh, and/or gerontology is desired. Computer literacy and/or experience with computer assisted instruction is desired.
Deadline to Apply: May 4th, 2007

.

•· ·

This position performs a variety of fire safety education, prevention, inspection and enforcement
duties.
Experience & Education
Level I: Three years experience in fire, zoning, land
use, or insurance related inspection work or building construction, or municipal firefighting, or one
year experience as a Fire Safety Inspector.
Equivalent to the completion of the twelfth grade,
preferably suppfemented by college level courses
in fundamentals of fire prevention, fire protection
equipment and systems, or closely related course
work. Up to two years of related college level education may substitute for the equivalent experience.
Level II: Two y_
ears experience as a fire safety
inspector. Equivalent to the completion of the
twelfth grade, preferably supplemented by college
level courses in Fire or Building Inspection, Code
Enforcement, Hazardous Materials, Fire Protection
Systems and Building Components, or closely
related coursework.

!

Please visit our website for more information and
apply online: www.riversideca.gov/human
The City of Riverside is an Equal Opportunity
Employer

This Can Be
Your Ad

Application Procedures:
For additional information and application visit www.rcc.edu

Acomplete packet includes: aGompleted District af)()lication form; a cover letter; a
current resume or curriculum vitae; a minimum of three (3) current professional reference
Jeffers, requested 11; the applicant;.legible copies of tJanscnpts verifying college work and
degrees (official transcripts wt// be required u(X)n employmenQ.
To ensure consideration, the application and supporting materials must be received
by the deadline listed for each position. Send a~licatlon packet to: Riverside Community College District, Office of Diversity and Human Resources, 3845 Market
Street, Riverside, CA 92501 Phone: (951) 222-8588 TDD: (951) 222-8014.
A complete and separate application packet must be submitted for each position
·
candidates wish to apply for.

Find Out How
Contact Regina Brown-Wilson

An Equal Opportunity Employer

951.682.6070

JOIN THE SAN BERNARDINO
POLICE DEPARTMENT TEAM

Come Join The
Riverside County
Sheriff's
Department

p. 415

Don 1 t Pay Another Cent in Rent to your Landlord
Before You Read This FREE Special Report!
Inland Empire - If you·re like most renters, you feel trapped within the walls of a house or apartment that docsn 't feel like yours.
How could it when you·re not even pennitted to bang in a nail or
two without a hassle. You feel like you 're stuck in the renter's rut
with no way of rising up out of it and owning your own home.
Well don·t feel trapped any more! A FREE Special ReJX)l1 Entitled

The San Bernardino
Police Department
is NOW HIRING for the
p,osition of Police Officer
·', $4,685 - $6,442
Monthly Salary

"How to Stop Paying Rent and Own Your Own Home" has
already he lped dozens of local renters gel out from under their

landlord's fi nger, and move intO u wonderful home they can lruly
call their own.
To order your PREE copy of this report, 1:isit
w":'w. Riversidecorot1aslopre11ti11g.com
This report is courtesy of Kevin Peete, Tarbell Reallors Not intended 10 solicit properties currently listed fo!i sale.

GENERAL HOUSEKEEPING
Residence • Office
Free estimates
Ask for Arcelia
~

(909) 268-5466
(909) 986-7608

~

W-

New County recruitments this week:
Automated Systems Analyst II .
$26.75-$34.2Dlhr
Code Enforcement Field Assistant
$11 .97-$15.27/hr

The Riverside County Sheriff's Department currently
offers Hiring Retention Bonuses for the following
positions:

Sheriff 911 Communications Officer I
Upon Hire - $800
6 Months - $800
12 Months - $1,600
24 Months - $3,200

Legal Research Attorney 1/11/111/IV

$5B,406.40-$128, 356. 80/yr
PSD Program Generalist - Contract

$15.55-$19.86/h~
PSD Program Manager• Temporary

$4, 749.33-$6,070.13/mo
PSD Teacher II - Contract

$14 .46-$18.45lhr

36 Months - $3,200
48 Months - $3,200
60 Months - $3,200

$16,ooo Total
Correctional Cook
Upon Hire - $500
6 Months - $500
12 Months - $1,000
24 Months - $2,000

36 Months - $2,000
48 Months - $2,000
60 Months - $2,000

s10,ooo Total

Deputy Agricultural Commissioner/Sealer

$24.86-$31.751hr
REAL ESTATE/OUT OF STATE

RCCD is commited to hiring faculty and staff who embrace our mission and values of student
centerdness and teaching excellence. To this end, we are seeking an exceptional candidate for
the following vacancy:

The City of Riverside

DRIVERS • EXPERIENCED & Trainees Needed. Earn
up to $40k+ next year. No experience required. $0
down. COL Training Available. Central Refrigerated 180Q-727-5865 x4779. (Cal-SCAN)

TOP DRIVER MADE $61,424 in 2006 running our
Western region. 401k! Home weekly! Blue·cross/Blue
Shield! 1 year OTR required. Heartland Express 1-800·
441-4953. www.HeartlandExpress.com (Cal-SCAN)

1521 S.Riverslde Ave Rialto, CA 92~76

11

DRIVERS... ACT NOW! •Miles'Benefits•Bonus• 3643cpm/$1 .20pm • $0 Lease New Trucks. Only 3 months
o;m. 1-800-635-8669. (Cal-SCAN)

NATIONAL CARRIERS needs Company Drivers for its
R~gional Operations in Southeast California. Excellent
Benefits, Generous HomeTime & Outstanding Pay
Package.
COL-A
Required.
1-888-707-7729
www.NationalCarriers.com (Cal-SCAN)

Wednesday April 25, 2007
6:00 pm - 8:00 pm
CATHEDRAL OF PRAISE

It is the policy of the Riverside Community College District not to discriminate against any person
on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, ancestry, sex, physical/mental disability,
medical conditions, marital status, age or sexual orientation with regard to its educational and
employment programs, services and activities.

Correctional Senior Food Service Worker
Upon Hire - $500
6 Months - $500
12 Months - $1,000
24 Months - $2,000

36 Months - $2,000
48 Months - $2,000
60 Months - $2,000

$10,000 Total

Sheriffs Civil Technician

$2,341 .73-$2,988.27/mo
Title Transfer Technician I/Trainee

$1 2.26-$19.50lhr

• Hire/Retention Bonus for Qualified Candidates Only P~aid Over Five Year Period.

San Bernardino County HR

157 W. Fifth St
San Bernardino
(909)387-8304
www.sbcounty.gov/hr
EEO/ADA Compliant

To apply and for m_ore information on these positions
and others wit h the Riverside-County Sheriff's
Department~1visit our website at www.joinrsd.org

•
•
•
•

Adqitional positions incluae:
Law Enforcement Trainee
Dispatcher
Community Service Officer
Records Technician
The SBPD offers competitive salary,
medical, dental and vision benefits,
paid vacation and holiday time, sick
leave, 4/10 work schedule, bilingual
pay, education reimbursement and
POST incentive pay.

Interested applicants can download applications at www.JoinSBP.D.org or apply in person
at ·s an Bernardino City Hall, located at 300 N.
"D" St. in San Bernardino
For additional information log on to
www.JoinSBPD.org
or contact the recruiter at

(909) 388-1918,
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Terrell Thomas -- 2007 Sir Knight

lives, each candidate is to begin to see and
experience positive changes as they move
from boyhood to manhood.''
Daniel Stallworth, Cajon High School
senior and son of Frank and Vela
Stallworth, was awarded first runner-up
and the Social Lite's Academic Award.
Stallwdrth plans to anend the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology; his
overall GPA is 4.7.

Gerald Whitney Smith, a Fontana High
School senior and on of Gloria Smith,
was awarded second runner-up. Smith
plans to attead California State Universicy
at San Bernardino and major in
Psychology.
This year 's Knights are: Joseph
Broome, Charles Grays, Ill, Lionel
Vincent Harrington, Gerald · Whitney
Smith and Brandon Thomas .

Photo by Sam James
Emcee Rikke Van Johnson with last year's Sir Knight Mattheiu Craney.

Photo by Sam James
2007 Sir Knight Terrell Thomas

Choreographer Russell Ward, a past
Knight, and choreographer Marcus
Wilkerson combined their talent to showcase the Knights, their Pages, Squires and
Fair Maidens with dance routines that
showed much skill and displayed a lot of
energy. There were few dry eyes in the
audience when the Knights danced around
the room with their mothers to the tune
"I'll be Your Angel."
Warrick L. Carter PhD, President of
Colombia College of Chicago, delivered
an inspiring keynote speech to the Knights
on the subject of "Life's Changes." In very
clear terms Dr. Carter encouraged the
young men that " .. .from this point in their

Join the California Black Health Network as they
celebrate their 24th Statewide Conference April 19
- 21, 2007 at the Hilton Ontario Airport

Photo by Sam James
Warrick L. Carter, Ph.D.,
President Columbia University

Some of this year's speakers include:
• Dr. James Kyle II, Charles Drew University. Vice President
for Strategic DevelopIIjent - Friday Welcome Session
Keynote Speaker
• Dr. Antronette Yancey, ll.CLA (Associate Professor of
Health Services and DrPH Program Director. She is also the
ASPH Public Health Practice Coordinator for the School) Workshop Presenter on Chronic Disease
• Mildred Thompson , Policy Link's Director of Health &
Place - Saturday's Keynote Speaker
This year's conference theme is:
"Beyond Talk: Actions for
Improving African American Health in the 21st Century"

Photo by Sam yames
Beautillion Knights and Fair Maidens

The Black Voice News
· SAN BERNARDINO

By Megan Carter
During the 40th Annual Socialite
Beautillion program Terrell Lawrence
Thomas was crowned 2007 Sir Knight.
Thomas won the most coveted award after
a year of leadership training and service to
the community.
The first runner-up was Daniel
Stallworth who also received the top
1scholarship award for his 4.7 grade point
average. The other five Knights also
received I-pods, computers and money.
Councilman Rikke Van Johnson was
the emcee for the evening and Warrick L

Carter, Ph.D., President of Columbia
College, was the speaker.
In imparting wisdom to the young
men, Carter said, "If I had the Socialites
where would I be?" He continued saying,
"you don't get to where you are alone. You
are standing on \he shoulders of others
who went before.'1
After remarking on how good the
squires looked, he mentioned that they
would be standing in the shoes of the
Knights. "From this day forward you will
never forget this night. This is the next
chapter of your life," he said.
This year's chair and president of the
Socialites Edye Tillie said the theme epitomizes the 2007 Knights, "Sculptures of
Today Masterpieces of Tomorrow.''

Join in the discussion during
some of this conference's workshops
I
and panel discussions. Topic's include:
• Men's & Women's Health
• Obesity Prevention & Nutrition
• Tobacco Sponsorship & The African American Community
• Has Our Media Gone Beyond Talk? - Media Panel
• Prisoner Re-entry: What it means for the African American
Community
• Violence in Communities of Color
Register Today! To learn more visit www.cbhn.org
(619) 295-5413 or call PERSONAL SERVICES PLUS EVENT
MANAGEMENT COMPANY (626) 791-3847

Healthcare that is tailored to your needs.

New Parents: What You Need to Know
About Sickle Cell Disease
By Dr. Deborah Gould and Dr Steven K. Bergstrom
4
Newborn babies are screened for a' number of different
diseases, and in many states, including California, all
are screened for sickle cell disease. Knowing about the
disease early in a child's life can help pediatricians and
parents plan for the child's health and avoid some of
its serious effects.
Sickle cell disease causes your body to produce misshaped red blood cells -- instead of being round like
donuts, the sickle fonn of hemoglobin causes red
blood cells to become shaped like crescent moons or "sickles." These sickle cells can
block the flow of blood, keeping oxygen from circulating and potentially cause significant pain and infections and damage organs and bones.
Some scientists now believe the trait may have developed thousands of years ago in
Africa as a way for the body to combat malaria. Today, in the United States, about
one in 650 Afljcan Americans, one in 1.000 Latinos and smaller numbers of-other
ethnic groups (especially people whose ancestors are from India, the Middle East and
the Mediterranean) carry the sickle cell trait.
For parents whose children have sickle cell disease, they know what a cha!lenge it
can be to manage its effects. It can cause long periods of pain, time spent in the hospital and seri~us illness, But most grow up without major compHcations - a~d there
are ways parents can ann themselves with everyday tools to keep their children
healthy and happy.
Keep your child well hydrated. Without enough fluids, hemoglobin becomes concentrated and is more likely to assume the abnormal "sickle" shape. Staying hydrated is especially critical during warm weather, when participating in sports and for
older children whose kidneys don't retain water as well . So the first lesson for these
children is: "Drink, Drink; Drink."
Keep your child warm. When children with sickle cell disease become too cold, the
reduction in their circulation may cause their blood cells to "sickle." This is true not
only in cooler winter months but al~o when swimming or wading in lakes or pools.
So the second rule is stay warm and dry.
Talk with your doctor about antibiotics. Children with sickle cell anemia have a
reduced ability to fight infections, so it's important that they take antibiotics every
day to avoid certain serious infections. If your child develops a fever, get to the doctor as soon as possible.
The great majority of children with sickle cell disease will grow to adulthood with
very few serious complications. As more scientists specialize in its research and
more doctors specialize in the treatment and care of people with sickle cell disease,
the outlook is even brighter. In the meantime, make a plan with your doctor and take
daily measures to keep your children healthy.

To apply, call;

1-800-440-IEHP (PHONE)

1-800-718-4347 (TTY)

Dr. Deborah Gould is Chief of Pediatrics and Dr. Steven K. Bergstrom is Assistant
Ghid 9f Pediatrics and Director of Hematology/Oncology at Kaiser Permanente
Medical Center in Oakland, California. Email the doctors at: doctors-word@kp.org

•••

~"~ KAISER PERMANENTE®

California Medi-Col recipients in Riverside or
San Bernardino Counties con make IEHP their health pion .
I)

I ·- - -
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Timeisha Winfield, Topaz Consultant
#10954. Location: 'M'Dears Bakery & Bistro,
7717 S. Western Ave., Los Angeles, CA
5th-Annual Mother's Day Special 90047. You are cordially invited to join Los
4/5/2007 I2:00 am. Taping at 2:00p & 7:00p. Angeles area ' rising star" consultants for free
To register or for more information on the pampering, free food and networking.
taping, please visit www.wrightplacetv.com .. Sample our products and hear an empowering presentation about the fastest growing
Tiffany by Design Exhibition 4/5/2007 business in network marketing .... WARM
12:00 am. Riverside Metropolitan Museum, SPIRIT! Are you ready to live your life like
3580MissionlnnAve.,Riverside, CA92501. ' its golden? Are you ready to go to another
Contact: (951) 826-5273, or visit the website . level? Then quit dreaming about it and BE
at www.riversideca.gov/museum. Parking about it. It's your turn to find out about what
validation available at Parking Garage I thousands of consultants nationwide have
(located on Orange Street between Mission already discovered. Find out how you too can
Inn Ave. and University Ave.) The museum is be PAMPERED & PAID! Cost: FREE for
open Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday, 9 am - Guests/$6.00 for Consultants. Contact:
5 pm; Thursday 9 am - 9 pm; Saturday IO am Timeisha Winfield, Email: thebeautygar- 5 pm; Sunday l I am - 5 pm; closed on den@warmspirit.org.
More
Info:
Monday.
www.warmspirit.org/thebeautygarden or
www.warmspirit.com
GROUP Meeting 4/5/2007 7:00 am. The
World Ventures 415/2007 7:00 pm.~
Group is a forum for discussing and responding to issues that affect Riversid~, especially Building Institute. 9233 Charles Smith Drive,
(he African-American community. Location: Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730. Tel: I 877 4
Coffee Depot 3204 Mission Inn Ave.,
Riverside

Calendar compiled by Vanessa Brown IE
Community Calendar

•Chalise Productions presents ~
at it's finest 4/5/2007 6:00 pm.
Location: 168 W. Willow St, Pomona CA
91768,(Garey Park Plaza at Willow & Garey
: in the Sav-on I Smart & Final parking lot).
$10.00 per person $15.00 per couple PER
· SESSION. Contact: Charlene Fowler for
additional information 909.4777735
~

WEALTH . "'Make a Living.... LIVING!
More Info: www.thewealthbuildinginstitute.ws
The 49th Annual Ebony Fashion Fair
Presents Stylishly Hot 2006/2007 in Moreno
Valley 4/5/2007 8:00 pm. Location: Moreno
Valley Conference Center, 14075 Frederick
Street, Moreno Valley, CA. Cost: $40.00 regular tickets; $55.00 runway tickets. Tel:
(951) 697-7772 or (951) 656-5820 or (951)
231-1694
Church & Business Development
Conference 4/6/2007 12:00 am. Workshop
Topics: Wealth Building; Called to Ministry
or Pastor; Real Estate Investing; Business &
Ministry Start-Up; Urban Strategies for
Youth Ministry; Music Business 21st
Century Leadership and Ministry
Development; How to Start My 50I(c)3 NonProfit; Fundraising; Marketing and
Promotions; And Much; Much More ... For
more information call 909-816-4134.

TIRED OF PAVING RENT WITH
NO TAX WRITE-OFFS?
Do You Know .. .
•
There· is a State Bond Program to
assist you With 1 00°/o Financ.ing?
•
Plus 3% Down Payment Assistance .
•
Low FICA is okay.
•
First Time Buyers.
•
No Reserves are Required.
•
Cannot have owned Property in the
last 3 years.

· PURPOSE, PAMPERING & PROSPERI·
TY THURSDAYS 415/2007 6:30 pm.

Location: Carrow's Restaurant, 493 N. Main
St.
Corona, CA 92880. Contact:
95'1.712.9792
"Pamper Me Thursdays" Business
bpportunity Meeting 4/5/2007 6:30 pm.

You Now Have Choices. • •
FONTANA
RIVERSIDE

1

'Mc'Kay's 'Fami{y 'Mortuary
No Family Will Be Turned Away
Full Funeral Services

No.w Serving You With Two Locations
Aftercare Burial Cremation

Chapel of Palms

·2001 3rd Streett. Unit A

16918 Baseline Ave.

_

Riverside, CA 92007

Fontana, CA 92336

#FD 1917

#FD 1831

(951) 683-5178

909-822-9595

Send Your Ariswer along with your name, phone number, and
1.
,
address to:
Pr9motions@blackvoicenews.com

Don't Miss our BEST PRICE EVER
on The Charter ·e undle!
Now through March 21st!
FOR A LIMITED TIME, sav~ BIG on great TV entertainment
for the whole family, blazing-fast Internet and unlimited
nationwide long distance calling. AJI for our LOWEST PRICE
EVER - guaranteed for a full year when you get The Charter
Bundle. But you have to hurry!
Charter Cable TV® - Stay informed about what's happening
in your area and get your local networks. Enjoy all your favorite
broadcast shows, plus channels including the Home Shopp ing
Network and more.

Charter High-Speed"' Internet 3.0 - Download files, video,
music, shop, and play games with 3Mbps of blazing-fast speed.
And, get the extra security and features you need with Charte r
High-Speed Internet Security Suite®!
·

Charter Telephone·· - Get unlimited nationwide calling in the
U.S., Canada and Puerto Rico, p long with l O popular calling
features. All for one low price.

Get all three services for one incredible price.
All from one company.

Hurry! Call today 1-877-SAVE 0 11
or visit charter.com This offer ends March 21st!**

qcharter
Cable • Internet .• Telephone

©2007 Charter Communications...Offer valid until 4/21/07. *Residential customers only. Offers valid to new customers only. To be considered a new customer, customer must not have subscribed to Charter
Cable TV and/or Charter High-Speed Internet 3.0 within the pr.evious 90 days (30 days for Charter Telephone} and customer must have no outstanding obligation to Charter. Some offers are contingent upon
receipt of all services in a particular "bundled" package price. Customers who do not elect to receive part of the bundled package, or who discontinue one or moreof the bundled qualifying services, may no longer
be eligible to receive the promotional or bundled discount. Standard rates apply after promotional period ends and vary depending on location. Programming lineup may vary by market. Offer includes free Charter
High-Speed Internet Self-Install kit. Installation or activation of outlet, if required, is billed at regular rates. Professional installation of Charter High-Speed Internet is $49.99. Charter does not guarantee data will
be secure. Internet access speeds may vary. A cable modem, set-top box and network card may be required at installation. Installation extra. Activation of service may be subject to credit approval, deposit or
prepayment and requires a valid service address and social security number or major credit card. All pricing and services provided are subject to the terms of subscriber agreement and are subject to change.
Jaxes and fees extra and vary depending on location and service(s) ordered. Equipment charges may apply. Charter reserves the right to determine the level of service to which this offer applies. Installation of
Charter Telephone at no charge includes only primary line and one jack. Charter reserves the right to review and terminate service for non-residential use or abuse of service. Taxes, fees, and surcharges extra.
Unlimited long distance only available to local service customers and includes the U.S, Canada, and Puerto Rico only. Direct dial calls only; directory assistance calls not included in unlimited rates. Offer cannot
be combined with other offers. Other restrictions may apply. Pricing subject to change with appropriate notice to customers. Call or visit charter.com for full details. oson.Js

...
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,Tim Woods Off And Racing Again

Tim Woods

The Blqck Voice News

J3y Earl Heath
The 2007 Racing season is in
its infancy but NASCAR driver
Tim Woods III got off to a sound
start with a seventh place finish
~t
the Allstate Texas Thunder
1
,:ISO held in Kyle, Texas.
'• Woods showed promise earlier as he ran second for several
laps until a caution flag came out
and forced him to the outside on
the Thunder Hill three-eighths
mile track.
"There were a lot of restarts,
there were five or six cautions,"
said Woods. "Most of the time if

you started on the outside you
get shuffled back because it's a
one groove track. With ev.ery
caution flag, depending if your
odd or even you will either gain
or lose a spot."
He has three new crew members that graduated from North
Carolina A & T, Chris Gaskins,
Russell Wade 111 and Gary Oatis.
Woods has a top notch group
in T3Motorsports, but like most
newcomers, he needs sponsorship. With Woods you not only
get diversity, you get an up and
corning driver who's fiery and
appears to be born to race.
Woods started his racing career
at 8 years old on BMX tracks

and is now racing NASCA~
divisions with car #54. He is a
third generation racer following
in his father's and grandfather's
footsteps .
Woods is recognized as one
of NASCAR's most talented and
brightest up and coming African
Americans stars. In 2005 ,
Woods received the Most
Improved Drive. He finished his
12 starts of 2006 with three Top
5 and seven Top 10 finishes. He
will be at Phoenix International
Raceway on April 19th.
"We're looking forward to the
upcoming
season," added
Woods. "The whole team is
excited about it."

Care
STEER YOUR CAR IN THE
RIGHT DIRECTION
Most Americans will pay big bucks
•at the pump this summer, which is why
it is more important than ever to save
-0n your car maintenance costs. Now is
:1'. perfect time to learn new ways to
i:eep your car in better shape, longer
,md save. The American Society of
· Appraisers highlights the top 10 steps
'COllsumers can take to help enhance the
'Value of their car.
"Cars are usually the second largest
purchase for most people, right after
their house," said Dave Kinney, accred' ited senior appraiser with the American
Society of Appraisers (ASA). "It
makes sense to take care of your automobile, not only for sustaining its
worth, but for safety purposes as well."
The American Society of Appraisers
and expert automobile appraiser Dave
Kinney o!fer the following tips to consumers.
I. Keep it clean. Aside from car
wash operators, no one likes dirty cars.
•.By keeping your car clean, not only
,~will you feel better about the car, but
-you will likely reap the rewards at trade
; in time or when you sell
;k Have your car profes;:Sionally detailed before
:1ou attempt to sell it.
, , 2. Maintain your car
11ecording to the manufacturer's specifications.
, find the specifications in
· <the owner's guide (that
!book in your glove box
: you have ignored since
• the day you bought it).
~!The quickie oil change
~op might try to beat the
,;'change your oil every
)hree thousand miles"
•'mantra into your head,
but most manufacturers
don;t require oil changes
until 7,500 miles or more.
Pon 't, spend money
where it's not needed,
and you can help the ·
• environment, as well.
• 3. Go synthetic. When
you do get that oil
: change, consider one of
• the well-known synthetic
; oils on the market. They
• are more expensive, but
they 'ajso have a longer
, service life. Synthetic oil
is made from regular oil,
but it is made so that all
the ·molecules are the
. same size, increasing

flow and decreasing wear. Your engine
could last longer and operate at cooler
temperatures. 1
4. Fix what breaks. Today's cars are
much more complicated than cars from
10 years ago. A little problem can
become a big problem if ignored.
Turning up the radio to avoid hearing a
noise is not a good plan - get it fixed.
5. Fix those paint chips. Little paint
chips have a way of growing into big
paint chips; fix them before they grow.
Your local auto parts store will likely
have a paint touch-up display offering a
variety of popular (and some unpopular) colors that match your paint. If they
don't, your dealer will.
6. Wax on, wax off. Find a high
quality paste wax and spend the afternoon getting to know the nooks and
crannies of you car. It's not bad exercise, and you get to work on your tan at
the same time. Wax your car once a
year at a minimum and repeat often.
7. Get an annual physical. It's good
advice for both you and your car. Most
states require an annual inspection for
all vehicles. Any dealer would be
happy to do a 25,000 mile or more

point check-up. This is the time to look
at tires, belts, hoses, brakes _and every
other system subject to wear.
'}'8. Park and walk. Don't grab the
first space closest to the door of the
mall. Instead, park in a less usecf area
and walk the short distance. What's the
benefit? You get a little more exercise,
and your car avoids the chance for a
few dings and being a target for the
"park-by-touch" crowd.
9. Don't be cheap. Use parts that are
approved Qy the manufacturer or come
from a source you trust. Aftermarket
parts can be as good, or better, than
original equipment, but unless you get
them from a trusted source, be wary.
Develop a relationship with the shop
that repairs.your car. Don't cut comers
on safety.
10. Keep your records. You can toss .
the old candy wrappers in the backseat,
but don't toss the paperwork that a
potential buyer wants to see. Instead,
keep a simple file of all of your bills,
receipts, recall notices, e-mails and letters about your vehicle. Future buyers
will thank you.

De .Rocldn'
SOUi
Show
STAa::IRING

$12,900
NET SALE
PRICE!

MODEL #52217
2AT THIS PRICE#419443, #400817

4 ,41~

NET SALE
~RICEI

$4,250 Dealer Discount
$3,750 Factory Rebate

$8,000

OFFMSRP!

$3,045 Dealer Discount
$2,000 Factory Rebate

$5045

OFF,MSRP!

tEON
HUGHES
The F1,tt hifitlfl
Of

COASTERS
11111

\ii""''

PIUDAY APRIL !7fll s:11 n
ll1IUII IIIICIPAL !llDfflUI
11-71-B UBIID'11.

I

I

t

'

,.

D FOCUS LX .:. 4-DR, 4-CYL, PREMIUM SOUND, AJC, AUTO,.FWD, PWR STEERING, #108691,
RO EXPLORER XLT - LOADED, LEATHER. ONLY 54K, NICE CAR; #B35834,
,....;,..;.;;...,.,,,.A
, N SENTRA - 1.8 S, W_HITE, AUTO, FWD, PWR W/US, TILT, CRUISE, PREMIUM SOUND, #902750,
SLER PT CRUISER - TOURING SPORT WAGON, REAR SPOILER, PWR S/W/L, #271641,
AN SENTRA - SILVER, POWER EVERYTHING, AUTO, 14K Ml. LIKE NEW! #534755,
VY MONTE CARLO - RED, 20" RIMS. YOU NEED THIS CAR - ITS SHARP! #112131,
E GRAND CARAVAN · WHITE, LOADED, REAR AJC, NICE VAN, GREAT PRICE #44863
N MAXIMA SE - V6, SUN ROOF, REAR SPOILER, PREMIUM WHEELSS & SOUND, #819265,
ND LET'S GO! #117822
.
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Argosy University Led By Diverse Team
•

, /The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

.

; • :The Inland Empire's newest
,: •u(liversity boasts an ethnically
<![verse administrative team with
•• women and men in strong lead• :e(ship i:oles. They believe this
~ level of diversity helps all stu: •dents receive the best opportuniies for success at Argosy
• University-Inland Empire.
"Our leadership team, as well
s our other staff and faculty
bere at Argosy University-Inland
'.Empire, know the challenges of
• ,trying to work, raise a family and
·• at the same time, further your
• '.education,"
said
Campus
:; • irector Darren Adamson,
:J'h.D. . " We believe · Argosy
• University presents the Inland
',. :Empire with great opportunities
I. :to work school into busy sched• ;ufes, and look forward to helping
,. :each of our students and
~ ·prospective students on a path to
uccess."
·: Dr. Adamson, who comes to
· •Argosy
University-Inland
: Empire with vast experience in
.-both higher education and psy~

chology, heads the team .
Business, education and psychology are the major areas of
focus of Argosy University's
curriculum.
Dr. Adamson, who is of
English and Danish ancestry,
previously served as Vice
President/Campus Director of
the Colorado and Cheyenne
campuses of the University of
Phoenix, as well as an instructor
with the university. He also
worked as a research associate at
Brigham Young University and
the
University
of
Utah
Gerontology Center, and taught
as an adjunct professor of child
and family studies at Weber
State University.
Dr.
Adamson
received
Master's and doctorate degrees
in marriage and family therapy
from Brigham Young University,
and has worked in the employee
assistance field as well as having
a private practice in marital ,
family, and individual psychotherapy. He is fluent in
Spanish.
Dr. Marilyn ' Al-Hassan , the
· program chairman for Argosy

grams. She tracks students' ac~demic performance, and hirb'
and trains faculty. She comes lo
Argosy
University-Inl~~d
Empire from Argosy Universily
- Santa Ana, where she had i
same job in that school's edu;tion department from 2004 u il
•
corning to Ar.gosy Universitl'Inland Empire in June of t~s
year.
•
Dr. Af-Hassan has previousl y
overseen . educational prograr{ts
·at Charles Drew University
Medicine and Science .and at tie
"Get Off Drugs" treatment prpgram , both in south central LfS
Angeles. One of the progradis
she managed at Charles DrJ.v
University promoted the medicttl
· benefits of sexual abstinence ~r
teenagers, another worked to
prevent violence in families and
communities.
.
In addition to running prb'grams such as those at Argosy
University, Dr. Al-Hassan gives
presentations throughout the
United States on the topics of
education and violence preveption .

tie

pf

Left to Right - Chair of the Education and Business Schools, Dr. Marilyn Al-Hassan; Chair of the Psychology
Schools, Dr. Debra Wheeler; Director of Admissions Wendy Vasquez-Osborn; Campus Registrar Michelle
Gradillas; Business Manager Michael Andruski

University-Inland Empire, also
has an extensive background in
psychology and education. This
African-American woman holcts
a master's degree in marriage
and family counseling from the

Phillips Graduate Institute in
Encino, and a doctorate degree
in educational leadership from
the
University
of
Sarasota(Argosy in Orange
County. She is a certified drug

and alcohol counselor, as well as
a certified anger management
counselor.
At Argosy University - Inland
Empire, Dr. Al-Hassan ·oversees
all of Argosy's educational pro-

SAVE.Up To $200 This Summer
SCE's Summer Discount Plan
Saving money just got easier this summer with Southern California Edison's Summer Discount Plan.
Save up to $200 on your summer electric bills by letting SCE briefly cycle off your central air conditioning
when peak energy demands threaten California. Plus, you can choose the plan with a comfort level
that's right for you.
To sign up for the Summer Discount Plan or to learn more, please visit www.sce.com/save
or call 800-439-8766.

J!)roiso ·
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Sickle Cell Foundation launches "Be Sickle
··smart" Campaign at Mission Inn Brunch

@~~[ru©
~~~~
Minority owned and operated
Come in and see

Patricia Bagby (far rlg,ht) with Lacy Enterprlfes Fat Burgerowners/famlly members.
The Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

By Tia M. Magee

The Sickle Cell Disease Foundation
of California (SCDFC) introduced a
newly fonned campaign entitled "Be
Sickle Smart" during a recent luncheon
held at the Mission Inn in Riverside. The
purpose of the luncheon was to raise
awareness and support for Sick.le Cell as
well as Iron Overload predominantly in
the African American Community.
· Sickle Cell Disease is an inherited
blood disorder that affects more than
80,000 people in the United States, mainly in the Black community. About 2 million Americans or I in 12 African
Americans carry the sickle cell trait.
, While there is no universal cure for
Sickle Cell, there are treatments to reduce
painful episodes and to prevent or treat
complications. "Be Sick.le Smart" aims
to bring together patient advocacy, health
professionals, churches, media, communiiy leaders and civic organizations to

L-R: CEO & President Mary E. Brown; Educational Outreach lina
Coleman; and Program Manager Mary LaMar

raise awareness of these options that are
available.
Tina Coleman, in charge of
Educational Outreach for the "Be Sick.le
Smart" Program presented the attendees
with°infonnation about the history of the
disease and the complications Sickle Cell
patients have due to regular blood transfusions called iron overload. She also
encouraged testing as a routine procedure

because the disease can
show up in a new born
child, simply due to the
genetics of there parents.
IE supporters 'of "Be
Sickle Smart" include
Lacy Enterprises, LLC
(Fat Burger);
Ed
Delgado, Sr.Community
Outreach Representative
of San Manuel, W.
Yvonne Ashe and Ms.
Keturah D. McEwen of
the Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority, Inc., Pastor
Joshua Beckley of
Ecclesia
Christian

Fellowship.
For further infonnation, contact Mary
Brown, Sickle Cell Disease Foundation
of California Satellite Office San
Bernardino County at 9431 Haven
Avenue, Suite 126, Rancho Cucamonga,
California 91730, 909-912-1950, or
email:
lnfo@scdfc.org. Go to
www.scdfc.org.

our great deals

We sell ALL makes
and models

La Sierra holds Community Partnership Summit
The Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

A La Sierra Community
Partnership Summit will be held at
La Sierra Park Gym, from 6:30 to 8
I
~.m., Wednesday.
The summit will provide area residents an opportunity to meet with
<;;ity departments to exchange infor-

mation and ideas regarding the
future of the La Sierra community.
The program will also feature
reports regarding programs and
projects currently underway in the
Riverside Police Department;
Community Development; Public
Works; Parks, Recreation and
Community Services; and Housing.

Attendance at this event is free,
and will include an informal dinner,
prize drawings and children's activities.
La Sierra Park is located along La
Sierra Ave and Gramercy Place.
For further information, contact
Bruni Mercado at (951) 826-2390.

and_, can deliver
any
.

Vehicle for
Parents -You are your child"s
first teacher!

$0

down O.A.C.

The Leading Ladies for School Readiness want to remind you that
reading out loud to your child will help prepare him or her for school.

4480
Reading out (oud to children is one of the
most important ways to teach children the
skills they need for reading and writing:
• Begin reading to your child
when he or she is a baby. And,
read often.
• Read the same book over
and over. It helps a child
learn words.

• Let your child
see you reading
books, magazines
and newspapers.
For mor~ information about preparing your child for success
in school and a l ifetime of learning, call First 5 Riverside
1 -800-266-3880 or email first5@rccfc.org. ·
If you are a Leading Lady in your church and would like information
about joining the Leading Ladies for School Readiness program. email
info@leadingladiesforschoolreadiness.com. This message brought to you by
First 5 California, First 5 Riverside and the Leading Ladies for School Readiness.

Call

Sherman Jackson or Andrew Harris
for price quotes on any make or model.
Including Honda, Toyota, BMW, MBZ

1-800-551-9331
·or come by at
4480 Chino Hills Parkway Chino, CA 91710

Riverside County Children & Families Commission
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U.C.R. is Paging Future Doctor Yanise Jenkins
when Jenkins informed him of her
acceptance to U .C.R .
"I realize that my chosen field i
highly demanding and will require
a lot of me, especially where education is concerned, but I am up for
the challenge," said Jenkins. "I am
saddened by the increasingly
alarming rate of children who are
infected with AIDS , and I am passionate about becoming a part of
the solution," she said. "When I

The Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

:By Cynthia R ucker
, Like many high school seniors,
Yanise Jenkins anxiously awaited a
.r:esponse from one of several
-potential colleges of her choice.
Then, the mail came.
, Finally, an envelope embossed
_with the University of California
~iverside logo in the upper lefthand corner had arrived. "I simply
~ould not contain myself when I
learned that I was accepted to
0.C.R," said an exuberant Jenkins.
~t was definitely at the top of my
ltst, along with U.C.L.A., which I
ould like to attend following my
tenure at U.C.R," said the future
pediatrician. "It is a great begin·ning for me, and it has excellent
educational opportunities that will
help to pave the way of my career
path and lay a solid foundation to
that end."
From cradle to college, it would
em that Jenkins was born with a
ethoscope in hand . That, coupled
ith her passion for the young,
brought her full circle to what she
loved most as a child. "Yanise has
ii.ways held a special fondness for
children ," said Yeisha Galtney, her
mot.lJer. "She is really patient with
them and one can see that they look
up to her," she said. As for the
medical profession, it appears that
although - like most little girls Jenkins enjoyed playing dress-up,
no wardrobe was ever complete
without a stethoscope.
"It was no surprise to me that my
<laughter would essentially pursue
1i career as a pediatrician," said

see the number of chlldren dying her environment, Jenkins feels that
each day from the disease, I am she gained all the necessary tools
more committed than ev.er to my to secure a solid future. "None of
calling."
this would have been pos"sible
Jenkins credits an early start in without the help of those individueducation for opening her windows als, as well as my mother," she
to the future . " Preschool really did said. "Being the loving and caring
prepare me for my studies," she person that she has been, I knew
said. "It was there that I learned · that I could accomplish anything.
organization techniques and devel- She gave me a healthy, well-baloped learning skills.'· With the anced life, which inspired me to
support of teachers, counselors and care for the well-being of other

Stewardship
Yanise Jenkins

Galtney. "Since she was a young
child, she has said time and time
again that she wanted to,be a doctor when she grew up, so 'she made
no secret that she wanted a doctor:s
bag or a nurse's uniform whenever
Christmas and birthdays rolled
around," she said. "Since she, was
old enough to play with toys,
Yanise has shown signs of being
destined for the medical field ."
Galtney maintains that Jenkin has
maintained bqth discipline and
focus , with regard to her career
choice, and others are eager to
agree.
" I have witnessed Yanise's hard
work and dedication first-hand,"
said Ontario High School math
teacher Clinton Hunter. "She has
always kept me abreast of her goal
and plans of becoming a pediatrician," he said. "As her instructor, I
have seen her reach her full potential through that hard work and
dedication·, and I am proud to have
been a small part of her education."
Hunter said that he was excited

In the course of writing these articles on wealth, I have received
emails asking how people can distribute their wealth for the good of
the community. For this article I am
going to divide charitable giving
into four categories:
I . Business Assistance
2. Educational Assistance
3.
General
Community
Assistance
4. Family Assistance
The only way that the Black
Community can truly create business wealth is to create funds that
provide capital to Black businesses.
For our purposes we will oversimplify and divided these funds into
two type, venture capital funds and
business assistance funds.
Venture capital funds arc for profit funds . These funds are designed
to make money for their investors .
They essentially invest in potentially high-risk and high-growth businesses. Venture capital funds have
been behind the explosive growth of
technology in the United States
technology.
I am using the term business

children."
It i apparent that Jenkins is cirtainly off to a good start. "Th~
desire to see all children living a
healthy life has been my inspiration," said Jenki ns. "I feel that life
is too short to just pass through it,
when we can all strive to make
difference," she said. "Each and
every one of us is here for a ~ur_pose ." ·

a

..

Giving Wealth Wisely

Kevin Martin

assistance funds to describe funds
that are not for profit and provide
loans (including microloans) and
grants to businesses. Loans have to
be paid back while grants do not.
2. Educational Assistance
Educational assistance can take
the form of scholarship and fellowships. Scholarships are monies
given to students to be used to pay
for the cost of their education. With
the rising cost of private schools,

scholarships can be provided to students of all ages, from elementary
through college. Fellowships are
funds provided to the chool, college or uni versity.
3.
General
Community
Assistance
This is the money that we give to
churches, c1v1c organizations
(NAACP, Urban League, etc.) community based organizations, fraternal organizations and professional
organizations
(Black MBA's,
Doctors,
Attorneys,
Data
Processors , Accountants, etc.).
There are so many need in our
community that finding an organization to give money to is not a
problem.
4 . Family Assistance
We all want to help our familie ,
but as I have pointed out in previous
articles, providing and unexpected
lump sum of money usually leads to
wasteful spending. It is often better
to provide our wealth to our family
members via a living will or trust.
(I am not a financial advisor so you
probably want to peak with a professional for more details).

The legal definition of a trust is a
fiduciary relationship in which one
person (the trustee) holds the title to
property (the trust estate or tru t
property) for the benefit of another
(the beneficiary). ( ee www.dictionary.com - definition 9 under Law), _
The basic concept is to ensure
that your child or relative uses the.
money as a down payment on a
home, to further their education, to
invest, or to start a bu iness, rather
than just for buying a new car.
Money can be given to any or allof these categories, depending on
your interests and desires. The key
is to begin planning to pass your
wealth on now.

Kevin Martin grew up in
Ri11erside and is interesteii in discussing specific actions for improving
the
Black
community,.
Comments can be sent to
by J 989@pacificnet.net.
This
account receives a great deal of
spam so be sure to include this artic
cle's title or blackvoicenews in your
subject line ..

Helping Small Businesses and Organizations Bridge the Digital Divide

Finding Value On The Web

· e are faced with on a daily
15asis sometimes causes the
decision making p rocess to be
nduly difficult. This can be
'especially true when it comes to
_choosing a service and/or prod·uct provider. On the other side
·of the coin, you may have great
J nformation on the service
,and/or product itself, but not o n
' the provider. In this article I
\vill show you some ways to
use online tools to help make
your purchasing decisions easi-

It is not featured on the front
page, but Google has a specially formulated search engine
specifically for identifying
products . You may find this tool
at
http: //www.froogle .com.
Some of the things you can do
is search by seller rating, product rating, relevance to your
search keywords and by price.
There· are ml)ny versions of
the popular print directory "the
yellow pages". O ne that is
owned
by
AT&T
is
http://www.yellowpages.com.
This service offers a sizable
directory of businesses , the
ability to rate and view ratings
(although it appears to me that

this feature is underutilized)
and you may. search by distance
from you.
You
can
think
of
cri).igslist.com as an online classified ads section with a large
and
vibrant
community.
Currently there is no rating system, so please be extra careful
with
using
this
system.
Craiglist.com advises that you
deal locally when possible.
eLance.com is great resource
for finding freelancin g professionals, although this site
appears to catered towards
technical professionals. There
is an excellent feedback system
and a large active community.

DealSea:com is a website
that collects deals from around
the Internet and posts· them for
you. There is an ~ssociated
forum for each product where
users of the communi~y will
provide feedback regarding the
deal.
There is a newcomer ~n the
b lock that aims to combine all
of these services. into a quick
and easy format. You can find
out
more
at
http://blog.ThemBid.com.
•
Next, I will discuss methods
to advertise at a low cost.

TechTalk@AboveTheLimit.com
Di~ital archives can be found at
www.blackvoicenews.com ..
Elmer Thomas Jr. is Founder
of Above the Limit, Inc., an

award winning web ar,.d software development company
dedicated to bridging the digital divide. You can find out
more about Mr. Thomas at
wwwAboveTheLimit .com.
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BUSINESS GUIDE
Naturally Yours Boutique By
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O/ufemi

AafOil L. Turner
(W9)383-8480

Specializing

Sisterkx:ks ""'/Brotheriocks TM
Braids (Mk:ro, Cornrow Etc. )

• 1';ressitic Penom.l 1Zepeseutd.-

LOCS/ Twlsts/Malnlenance
Children Welcome

•

e-mail: olufemi@adelphia.net

If

La.w Offices of

.RICHARD F. NEVINS
LIVING TRUSTS • WILLS • PROBATE
INCORPORATIONS • PARTNERSHIPS
(951) 686-5193

95 BROCKTON AVE., 'RIVERSIDE, CA 92501

Le VIAS & ASSOCIATES
300 Law Firms ·
Working Together
We will refer you to an
attorney that specializes in whatever your
.legal needs might be.
Our goal is to get you the best sentice possible.

A FREE SERVICE! 1-800-500-7047

.:HOME LOANS FOR EVERYONE

Qver 50 mortgage banke rs working with
• L e Vias and A ssocia tes . W e will refer
: you to a mortgage banker that will get
•

you a loan. Refinancing or

~ Consolidation. Home loans for e very:one. Our job i s to get you the best loan
possible.

1-800-500-7047

• Cri• imJ Lay
+ Felcnies & Mildeaemn

(951) 567-6259
Open: Mon.-Fri.
Sun. by Appts. Only We Now Accept ATM

Home Workers
Urgently Needed

NEED EXTRA MONEY?

3 57 West hd Street, Suite 10 • Sau B ctI@:rdillo, CA 92.40 I

Treehouse Dental Group '.

Looking to refinance your home?

Could you use ~ome extra income?
Discover how to make money giving away FREE bottles of BODY
BALANCE valued at $39.95 each.
BODY BALANCE is a nutritional
beverage with over 120 nutrients. It
is a product of Life Force
International, a 22 year old company from Chula Vista, CA.

own home? Let us lift you into a

This home based ousiness is rated
as the hottest #1 business-opportunity of 2006. Call Joe at 951-6961269 today. F/f or P/f.

WE BUY HOUSES
.1111-a.11- h - ... - •

L a nd &
ANY

Ap a r•- -••

Uni • •
CONDITI O N I

CASH IN 2 4 HRS
CALLTODAY ,
SELL TONIORROW!
Avoid The Commission Hassl e
We Pay A ll C losing Cost-sl
Avoid Lengt-hy Del a y s
W e Sol ve Probl ems!

CA.&.&. NOWI

Providing comprehensive den~
tistry for the entire family. .
Experience the Difference at,
Treehouse Dental Group

Would you like to purchase your

.

(gS'l)&B"l-8840
www.glve•ttc-rr.. c-na
: www sh4
1
h
m

S ATURDAY APPOINTMENTS

loan designed just for you.
Contact Paris Ragin @ Higher

AVAILABLE
Dr. Robert Manuel-Gray
Dr. Barbara Gray

Cosmetic Dentistry
Tooth colored fillings
Crowns
Emergency care
Tooth Whitening
Veneers
Bridges
Preventive care

·Ground Lending

909-522-4515
Hudena James, J.D.
Legal Assistant/Paralegal
24 Hour Service

Research • Small Claims •
Process Serving
(909) 247-4456
(909) 732-2450 (cell)
Email: Hudena@aol.com
...,

1725 N . Riverside Avenue • Rialto• California
(in the Rialto Professional Arts Building)

.

909.874.0400

treehousedental .com

•'
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false is guilty of a crime.)
st.Camio Arellano
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
ase in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed v.1th the County of Riverside on 3/06/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a oorrect copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi•
ness name statement expires
five years from the date ii was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007--03431

p.J/15, 3122, 3129, 415
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
THAT BOUTIQUE
24175 Postal Ave.
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Shirley Jean Pride
2738 Spring Place
Banning, CA 92220
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s) listed above on 4/26/2006.
I declare that all the infomnation in this statement is true
and conrecl (A registrant who
dedares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
st.Shirley J. Pride
The filing of this statement
does not of itseW authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
{he rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed v.1th the County of Riverside on 3/08/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed In the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
· use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, stale or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-03552
1

p.J/15, 3/22, 3129, 4/5

The foll0\\1ng person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
MARCELLA'S CREATIONS
22193 Sweetgurn Ave.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Marcella Renee Moore
22193 Sweetgum Ave.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
This business is conducted by
(fl(lividual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the
fictitious name(s) i sled above.
I declare that all the informatioo in this statement is true
and oorrect. (A registrant who
dedares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of acrime.)
st.Marcella R. Moore
The filing of this statement
does not of itseW authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of anolher under federal, slate, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside 0t1 3/05107.
t hereby certify that this copy is
fl correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi11ess name statement expires
:five years from the dale it was
1iled in the Office of the County
:c1erk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
'must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
'.does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
'Business Name in violation of
·the rights of another under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY
WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-03310

w.

p.J/15, 3122, 3129, 4/5
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
EXCEL NURSING CNA &
CHHA EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
35787 Butchart Sl
Wildomar, CA 92595
Aderonke Akande
25787 Butchart St.
,Wildomar, CA 92595
Josefina Garino
6011 E. Ridgewood Ct.
1
Anaheim Hills, CA 92807
This business is conducted by
a General Partnership.
Registrant has not yet begu-n to
transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.

I declare that all the infomnation in this statement Is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows lo be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Aderonke Akande
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under fed·
erat, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed \\1th the County of Riverside·oo 2128/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a oorrect copy of the original
statement oo file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi•
ness name statement expires ,
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business, Name in violation of
the rights of another under fed·
era!, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business 'and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007--03039

p.J/15, 3122, 3/29, 415
The follov.1ng persoo(s) is (are)
doing business as:
SUSHIARIGATO
2955 Van Buren Blvd., #02, 3
Riverside, CA 92503
Ju & Ju Us Corporation
41915 Motor Car Pkwy #D&E
Temecula, CA 92591
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I dedare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Boog Ju Lee, President
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of ano!her under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 el seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the Cou11ty of Riverside on 2123/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious bus~
ness name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or comrncn law (See
Section 14411 , Et Seq:,
Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY
WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-02855

w.

p.3115, 3122, 3129, 415
The folbwing persoo(s) is (are)
doing business as:
SHHH IT'S PARTY TIME
ETC.
12731 Terrapin way
Corona, CA 92880
Trinette Jonell Briggs
12731 Terrapin Way
Corona, CA 92880
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the
fictitious narne(s) listed above.
I dedare that all the infomnation in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
st.Trinette Briggs
The filing of this statement
does not of itseff authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violatioo of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 el seq. b &p code)
Statement filed v.ith the Cou11ty of Riverside on 2/16/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictttious bus~
ness name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in.the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not ttself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business ,Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or comrncn law (See
Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007--02457

p.J/15, 3122, 3129, 415
The folk>v.1ng persoo(s) is (are)
doing business as:
STAR AUTO GLASS & TINT
10306 Wells Street
Riverside, CA 92505
Sharlette Hanna (NMN)
3517 Capriole
Riverside, CA 92503
Adel David (NMN)
3517 Capriole Rd.
Riverside, CA 92503
This business is conducted by
Individual • Husband &W~e.

Thursday, April 5, 2007,
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Registrant has not yet begun lo
I declare that all the infomnatransact business under the
tion in this statement is true
fictitious name(s) listed aboVe.
and correct. (A registrant who
I declare that all the informadedares as true, infomnation
tion in this statement is true
vmich he or she knows to be
and correct. (A registrant who
false is guilty of a crime.)
declares as true, information
s/.Androw S. Melendrez, Jr.
which he or she knows to be
The filing of this statement
false is guilty of a crime.)
does not of itself authorize the
st.Sharlette Hanna
use in this state of a fictitious
The filing ~f this statement
business name in violatioo of
does not of itself authorize the
the rights of another under fed·
use in this state of a fictitious
era!, slate, or common law
business name in violation of
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
the rights of another under fedStatement filed v.1th the Couneral, state, or common law
ty of Riverside on 2/15107.
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) I hereby certify that this copy is
Statement filed with the Couna correct copy of the original
ty of Riverside on 3/06/07.
statement on file in my office.
I hereby certify that this copy is
NOTICE: This fictitious busia correct copy of the original
ness name statement expires
statement on file in my office.
five years from the dale it was
NOTICE: This fictitious busifiled in the Office of the County
ness name statement expires
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
five years from the date tt was Business Name Statement
filed in the Office of the County
must be filed before that time.
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
The filing of this statement
Business Name Statement
does 'not itself authorize the
must be filed before that time.
use in this state of a Fictitious
The filing of this statement
Business Name in violation of
does not itseWauthorize the · the rights of another under feduse in this state of .!,'Fictitious
eral, state or common law (See '
Section 14411 , Et ,Seq.,
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under fed•
Business and Professions
eral, state or common law (See
Code).
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
LARRY W. WARD, County
Business and Professions
Clerk
Code).
FILE NO.R-2007-02372
LARRY W. WARD, County
p.3115, 3122, 3129, 415
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007--03384
The following person(s) is (are)
p.3/15, 3122, 3129, 415 doing business as:
G&S INVESTMENT ENTER•
The follow'ng person(s) is (are)
PRISES
doing business as:
83097 Avenue 48 # Dia
Coachella, CA 92236
STEE & HUDSON
13400 Elsworth St. #132
82594 Pisa Cl
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Indio, CA 92203
Shauntee Marie Chalkus
13400 Elsworth St. #132
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

GPS Investment Enterprises
CALIFORNIA

This business is conducted by
This business is conducted by
Co!poration.
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the
transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
fictitious narne(s) listed above.
I declare that all the infomnaI declare that all the infomnation in this statement is true
tion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
st.Sam Kazmouz, Owner
st.Shauntee M. Chalkus
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
The filing of this statement
use in this state of a fictitious
does not of itself authorize the
business name in violation of
use in this state of a fictitious
the rights of another under fed~usiness name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
eral, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) Statement filed v.1th the Coun·
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 3/12/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
ty of Riverside on 2/27/07.
a correct copy of the original
I hereby certify that this copy Is
statement on file in my office.
a correct copy of the original
NOTICE: This fictitious busistatement on file in my office.
ness name statement expires
NOTICE: This fictitious busifive years from the date it was
ness name statement expires
filed in the Office of the County
five years from the date l was
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
filed in the Office of the County
Business Name Statement
Clerk.
A new Flotitious
rrust be Ned before that time.
Business Name Statement
The filing of this statement
must be filed before that time.
does not itseff authorize the
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business NaO)ll in violation of
use in this state of a Fictitious
the rights of a~other under fed•
Business Name in violation of
era!, stale or common law (See
the rights of another under led·
era!, state or common law (See · Section 1441 1, Et Seq.,
Section 14411, El Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
'
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE N0.1-2007--00848
p, 3/22, 3/29, 415, 4112
FILE NO.R-2007--02849

p.3/15, 3122, 312g, 415
The foilowing persoo(s) is (are)
doing business as:
RICH HITS PRODUCTIONS
2442 Iowa Ave. #JS
Riverside, CA 92507

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
PUR A FRESH WATER SYS·
TEMS
33043 Sage Cl.
Temecula, CA 92592

Lerin Jamar Owens .
2442 Iowa Ave. #JS
Riverside, CA 92507

Joseph William Rabe
33043 Sage Ct.
Temecula, CA 92592

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the informatioo in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
st.Lerin J. Owens
The filing of this statement
does not of itseff authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 3/08/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is'
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date tt was
filed in the Office of theCounty
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itseff authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under fed•
era!, state or common law (See
Sectioo 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-03571

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and conrect. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
st.Joseph W. Rabe
The filing of this statement
does not of itseff authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violatioo of
the rights of another under federal, state, or commoo law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed v.1th the County of Riverside 0t1 3/08/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itseWauthorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violatioo of
the rights of another under fed•
era!, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-03517

p.J/15, 3/22, 3129, 415

p. 3122, 3129, 415, 4112

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
INNOVATIVE REHAB
4053 Chestnut St.
Riverside, CA 92501

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
M.A.S. ONE DOLLAR &
MORE
25211 Sunnyrnead Blvd., Ste
F1
Moreno Valley, CA92553

Androw Soria Melendrez, Jr.
1550 Country Club Dr.
Riverside, CA 92506
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the
fictitious narne{s) listed above.

f

Laurence Ocroa (NMN)
26538 Pegasus Way
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant commenced to

transact business under the
fictitious business name(s) isled above on 03/19/07.
I declare that all the infomna•
lion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
st.Laurence Ochoa
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violatioo of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 el seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the Cou11ty of Riverside on 3/19/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious bus~
ness name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itseff authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another ooder federal, state or comrncn law (See
Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-03985

p, 3122, 312g, 415, 4112
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
LORDS REALTY GRP, LLC
17130 Van Buren Blvd. #54
Riverside, CA 92504
17924 Krameria Ave.
Riverside, CA 92504
Lords Realty GRP, LLC
17130 Van Buren Blvd. #54
Riverside, CA 92504
NEVADA
This business is conducted by
Limited
Liability
Company/Partnership.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the
fictitious name{s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
st.Clifford
Mattson,
Owner/Manager
The filing of this statement
does not of Itself aU100rize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violatioo of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the Cou11ty of Riverside on 3/16/07.
I hereby certify that this copy Is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busl·ness name statement expires
five years from the ~ate it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or comrncn law (See
Section .14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO:R-2007-03918

p. 3122, 3m, 415, 4112
The foll0\\1ng person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
FRAZIER GROUP REALTY
3585 Main Streel#210
Riverside, CA 92501
2182 DuPont Drive, Suite
#218
Irvine, CA 92612
Frazier Group Realty, Inc.
3585 Main Street, #210
Riverside, CA 92501
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business narne(s) listed above on 8/31/2006.
I dedare that all the infomnation in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
st.Ruby Frazier, President
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 el. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed v.1th the Cou11ty of Riverside on 3/12/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a oorrect copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
fled in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itseff authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, slate or comrncn law (See
Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007--03635

p. 3122, J/29, 415, 4112
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
REAL TIME STAFFING &
SOLUTIONS
39982 Savanna Way

Murrieta, CA 92563
P.O. Box 893246
Temecula, CA 92589-3246
0

RX Staffing & Solutions, Inc.
CALIFORN IA

Redrick Cejon Nicholas
Williams
33809 Mossy Glen
Lake Elsinore, CA 92532

Megan Erin Wolf
31147 Bell Circle
Winchester, CA 92596

five years from the date tt was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007--03765

This business is conducted by
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Corporation.
Registrant commenced to
transect business under the
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
fictitiou business narne(s) listI declare that all the informatransact business under the
ed abOve on March 12, 2007.
tion in this statement is true
fictitious narne(s) listed above.
I declare that an the informaI declare that all the informaand oorrecl (A registrant who
tion in this statement is true
dedares as true, information
tion in this statement is true
and oorrect. (A registrant who
and correct. (A registrant who
which he or she knows to be
declares as true, informatioo
declares as. true, information
false is guilty of a crime.)
which he or she knows to be
which he or she knows to be ' st.Megan E. Watt
p, 3129, 415, 4112, 4119
false is guilty of a crime.)
The filing ·of this statement
false is guilty of a crime.)
does not of itself authorize the
st.Darryl S. Moore, CEO
st.Redrick Williams
The following person(s) is (are)
The filing of this statement
The filing of this statement
use in this state of a fictitious
does not of itsett authorize the
business name in violation of
doing business as:
does not of itsett authorize the
use in this stale of a fictitious
use in this state of a fictitious
the rights of another under fed- • CHAIC ENTERPRISE
business name in violation of
eral, state, or common law
12668 Memorial Way #3052
business name in violation of
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) Moreno Valley, CA 92553
the rights of another under fedthe rights of another under federal, state, or common law
eral, state, or common law
Statement filed with the County of Riverside oo 2/23/07.
Luchano Burtoo Jones
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
(sec. 1440 et.
b &p <XX18)
12620 Memorial Way #3158
Statement filed v.1th the Cou11Statement filed v.1th the CounI hereby certify that this copy is
ty of Riverside on 3/13/07.
ty of Riverside oo 3/13/07.
a correct copy of the original
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
statement on file in my office.
I hereby certify that this copy is
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
NOTICE: This fictitious busiCorrita Lynn Dickerson
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
statement on file in my office.
ness name statement expires 12668 Memorial Way #3052
NOTICE: This fictitious busifive years from the date it was
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
NOTICE: This fictitious bus~
ness name statement expires
ness name statement expires
filed in the Office of the County
Ttis business is conducted by
five years from the date it was
five years from the date it was
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
filed in the Office of the County
Business Name Statement
a General Partnership.
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
must be filed before that .time.
Registrant has not yet begun to
Business Name Statement
Business Name Statement
The filing of this statement
transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
must be filed before that time.
must be filed before that time.
does not' itself authorize the
I declare that all the informaThe filing of this statement
The filing of this statement
use iri this state of a Fictitious
does not itseW authorize the
does not itself authorize the Business Name in violation of tion in this statement is true
use in this state of a Fictitious
the rights of another under fedand correct. (A registrant who
use In this state of a Fictitious
eral, state or common law (See . dedares as true, information
Business Name in violation of
Business Name in viciation of
Section 14411, · Et Seq.,
the rights of another under fedthe rights of another under fed•
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
eral, state or common law (See
era!, state or common law (See
Business and Professions
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Code).
s/.Luchano B. Jones, CoBusiness and Professions
LARRY w. WARD, County
Founder
Business and Professions
The filing of this statement
Code).
Code).
Clerk
LARRY W. WARD, County
LARRY W. WARD, County
FILE NO.R-2007-02826
does not of itself authorize the
Clerk
p, 3122, 3129, 415, 4112 use in this state of a fictitious
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-o3772
business name in violation of
FILE NO.R-2007-03759
p. 3122, 3129, 415, 4112
p. 3122, 3129, 415, 4112 The follov.1ng person(s) is (are) the rights of another undet fed·
era!, state, or common law
doing business as:
The following person(s) is (are) The following person(s) is (are) PILATES ON THE LINE
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
doing busness as:
Statement med with the Coundoing business as:
41552Aventine Ct.
EVA'SHOUSEKEEPING
ORANGEVIEW FAMILY
Palm Desert, CA 92260
ty of Riverside on 3/19/07.
5244 Manhart Cir.
SERVICES
I hereby certify that this copy is
3533 Amberly ln,
a correct copy of the original
Riverside, CA 92509
Energyban, LLC
Perris, CA 92571
75-175 Menle Dr. #150
statement on file in my office.
Evangelina Hernandez (NMN)
NOTICE: This fictitious busi•
PalmDesert, CA 92211
Andrea Yvette Taylor
5244 Manhart Cir.
CALIFORNIA
ness name statement expires
Riverside, CA 92509
3533 Amberly Ln.
five years from the date ii was
Perris, CA 92571
This business is conducted by
filed in the Office of the County
Ttis business is conducted by
Individual.
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
This business is conducted by
Business Name Statement
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
Registrant has not yet begun to
Individual.
transact business under the
must be filed before that lime.
Registrant has not yet begun to
The filing of this statement
transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I dedare that all the informadoes not itself authorize the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
tion in this statement Is true
use in this state of a Fictitious
I declare that all the information in this statement is true I declare that all the inforrna- and correct. (Aregistrant who Business Name in violation of
and correct. (A registrant who
tioo in this statement is true
declares as true, information
the rights of another under fed.
dedares as true, information
and oorrect. (A registrant who
which he or she knows to be
eral, state or common law (See
false is guilty of a crime.)
which he or she knows to be
declares as true, information
Section 144 11, Et Seq.,
false is guilty of a crime.)
which he or she knows to be
sf.Courtney
Cook,
Business and Professions
st.Evangelina Hernandez
false is guilty of a crime.)
Officer/Manager
Code).
The filing of this statement
st.Andrea Yvette Taylor
The filing of this statement
LARRY W. WARD, County
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
does not of itself authorize the
Clerk
use in this state of a fictitious
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
FILE NO.R-2007--04007
business name in violation of
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violatioo of
p, 3129, 415, 4112, 4(/g
the rights of another under led,
business name in violation of
the rights of another under fedThe follov.1ng person(s) is (are)
thl!,rights of another underfed•
eral, state, or common law
era!, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) doing business as:
(sec. 1440 el seq. b &p code)
eral, state, or common law
SHERRY'S NEW FRESH
(sec. -1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the CounStatement filed v.ith the Cou11ty of Riverside on 3/13/07.
Statement filed with the County of Riverside oo 3/06/07.
START, INC.
I hereby certify that this copy is
22858 Baywood Dr.
I hereby certify that this copy is
ty of Riverside on 3/16/07.
a correct copy of the original
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
a correct copy of the original
I hereby certify that this copy is
P.O. Box 7082
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busiMoreno Valley, CA 92552
NOTICE: This fictitious busistatement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
ness name statement expires
ness name statement expires
five years from the.date it was
Sherry's New Fresh Start, Inc.
five years from the date tt was
filed in the Office of the County
14640 Shady Valley Way
filed in the Office of the County
five years from the date it was
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Moreno Valley, CA92555
Clerk.
A new Fictitious • filed in the Office of the County
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
Corporation
Business Name Statement ' Clerk.
must be filed before that time. ·
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
This business is conducted by
The filing of this statement
Corporation.
does not itsett authorize the The filing of this statement does not itself authorize the
Registrant commenced to
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
use in this state of a Fictitious
transact business under the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
Business Name in violation of
fictitious business name(s) listBusiness Name in violation of
the rights of another under fedthe rights of another under feded aboVe on 1127/07.
the rights of another under federal, state or common law (See
eral, slate or common law (See
I declare that all the informaSection 14411, Et Seq.,
eral, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
tion in this statement is true
Business and Professions
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
and correct. (A registrant who
Business and Professions
Code).
Code).
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County • declares as true, informatioo
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
which he or she knows lo be
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
false is guilty of a crime.)
FILE NO.R-2007-03771
Clerk
FILE N0.1-2007--00783
p, 3122, 3129, 415, 4112 st.Sherry L. Hunt, CEO
p. 3"22, 3129, 415, 4112 Fill: NO.R-2007-03893
p. 3/22, 3129, 415, 4112
Founder
NOTICE OF APPLICATION
The filing of this statement
The following person(s) is (are)
The following person(s) is (are)
does not of itself authorize the
doing business as:
TO SELL ALCOHOLIC BEV•
use in this stale of a fictitious
doing business as:
ERAGES
DZlNORGAL
business name in violation of
Date of Filing Application:
4174 Cover Street
YAZ.OAL
the rights of another under fed.
Riverside, CA 92506
22551 Sheffied Dr.
MARCH 12, 2007
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
To Whom It May Concern:
era!, state, or common law
The Name(s) of the
(sec. 1440 el seq. b &p code)
Rhonda Jeaninne Hurt
Applicant(s) ~are: JU & JU
Statement filed with the Coun4174 Cover Street
Ismail Mohammad Saidahmad
ty of Riverside on 3/19/07.
22551Sheffiekl Dr.
US CORPORATION. The
Riverskle, CA 92506
, applicants listed above are
I hereby certify that this copy is
Moreno Valley, CA92557
applying to the Oepartment of
a correct copy of the original
• This business is conducted by
statement on file in my office.
This business is conducted by
Alcoholic Beverage Control to
Individual.
NOTICE: This fictitious busiseJI alcoholic beverages at:
Registrant commenced to
Individual.
2955 VAN BUREN BLVD.,
ness name statement expres
transact business under the
Registrant has not yet begun to
STE. 02-03, RIVERSIDE, CA
five years from the date it was
fictitious business narne(s) listtransact business under the
filed in the Office of the County
fictitious name(s) listed above.
92503-5673.
Type
of
ed above oo 2/07.
I declare that all the informaLicense{s) Applied for. 41-0NClerk.
A new Fictitious
I declare that all the inforrnaSALE BEER AND WINE ,
Business Name Statement
tio,>J in this statement is true
tioo in this statement is true
must be filed before that time.
and correct. (A registrant who
and conrecl (Aregistrant whc' EATING PLACE
p, 3122 The filing of this statement
dedares as true, information
declares as true, information
does not itseff authorize the
which he or she knows to be
which he or she knows to be
use in this state of a Fictitious
false is glilty of a crine.)
The follov.1ng person(s) is (are)
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.lsmail M. Saidahrnad
doing business as:
Business Name in violation of
st.Rhonda J. Hurt
MIRACLE OF WOMEN CON•
the rights of another under fedThe filing of this statement
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
eral, state or common law (See
does not of itseW authorize the
FE~ENCE
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
12060 Palm Vista St.
use in this state of a fictitious
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
business name in violation of
Moreno Valley, CA92557
Business and Professions
Code).
the rights of another under fedthe rights of another under fedMiracle Women Inc.
LARRY W. WARD, County
eral, state, or common law eral, state, or common law
Clerk
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 245 E. First Street #1004
Rialto, CA 92367
FILE NO.R-2007--04040
Statement filed v.1th the CounStatement filed v.1th the Counp. 3129, 415, 4112, 411g
ty of Riverside on 2/21/07.
CALIFORNIA
ty of Riverside oo 3/05/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
I hereby certify that thiscopy is
This business is conducted by
The following persoo(s) is (are)
a oorrect copy of the original
a correct copy of the original
doing business as:
statement on file in my office.
Corporation.
statement on file in my office.
CLEO DORSEY BR OKER•
NOTICE: This fictitious busiRegistrant commenced to
NOTICE: This fictitious busiAGE
ness name statement expires
transact business under the
ness name statement expires
five years from the date'it was
fictitious business name(s) list1603 Cherokee Rd.
five years from the date tt was
Corooa, CA 92881
filed in the Office of the County
ed above Qn 01/01/07.
filed in!he Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
I declare that all the informaCleo Jones Dorsey
Business Name Statement
Business Name Statement
tion in this statement is true
1603 Cherokee Rd.
must be filed before that time. . must be filed before that time.
and correct. (A registrant who
The filing of this statement
Corooa, CA 92881
The filing of this statement
declares as true, information
does not itself authorize the
which he or she knows lo be
does not itseWauthorize the
This business is conducted by
use in this state of a Fictitious
false is guilty of a crime.)
use in this state of a Fictitious
Individual.
Business Name in violatioo of
st.Sharon Peters, Board of
Business Name in violation of
Registrant has not yet begun to
the rights of another under fedthe rights of another under fedDirector
transact business under the
eral, state or common law (See
The filing of this statement
eral, state or common law (See
fictitious name(s) listed above.
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
does not of itself authorize the
I declare that all the informaBusiness and Professions
Business and Professions
use in this state of a fictitious
tion in this statement is true
Code).
Code).
business name in violation of
LARRY W. WARD, County
the rights of another under fedand correct. (A registrant who
LARRY W. WARD, County
eral, state, or common law declares as true, information
Clerk
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-02621
(sec. 1440 et. seq, b &p code)
which he or she knows to be
FILE NO.R-2007-03339
p, 3122, J/29, 415, 4112
p.3122, 3129, 415, 4112 Statement filed with the Coun- false is guilty of a crime.)
st.Cleo Dorsey
ty of Riverside on 3/13/07.
The filing of this statement
The following person(s) is (are)
I hereby certify that this copy is
The following persoo(s) is (are)
a correct copy of the original
does not of itseff authorize the
doir-g business as:
doing business as:
use in 'this state of a fictitious
~FRESEARCH
statement on fife in my office.
EZ BAIL BOND AGENCY
business name in violation of
NOTICE: This fictitious busi42 W. Ramsey SL #101
31147 Bell Circle
Winchester, CA 92596
ness name statement expires
the rights of another under fedBanning, CA92220

seq.

(

era!, stale, 0( common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 3/06/07.
I hereby certify that this copy.is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date ~ was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitio4s
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in t/lis state of a Fictitio~s
Business Name in violation of
the rights of anoth~r under feileral, state or common.law (See
Section 1441 1, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions

Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007--03415

p, 312g, 415, 4112, 4119
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
DTCREDITS
15606 Granada Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
Tenika LoRene Rogers
15606 Granada Or.
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant commenced lo
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s) listed above on 117/01.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guil)Y of a crime.)
st.Tenika Rogers
The filing of this statement
does not of itseff authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 3122/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office,
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expir,s
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that tine.
The filing of this statement
does not itseW authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitiotls
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007--04275

.P· 3129, 415, 4112, 4119
The follov.1ng person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
JEDS TRANSPORTATION
11822 Carlisle Court
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
11875 Pigeoo Pass D#1 , #502
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
The Alesha Transportation
Group, LLC
11822 Garlisie Court
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by
Limited
Liability
Company/Partnership.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the
fictitious narne(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
st.Kimberly R Naucler, J.D.,
BA , Manager
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation pf
the rights of another under federal, state, or common l~w
(sec. 1440 el. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 3/22107.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office:
NOTICE: This fictitious bu~iness name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itseWauthorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation -0I
the rights of another under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY w. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-04220

p. 3129, 415, 4112, 4119
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
PREIDSMART SOLUTIONS
52790 Ave. Obregon
LaQuinta, CA 92253
50855 Washington St. #121 •
LaQuinta, CA 92253
Lashon Chanel Young
52790 Avenida Obregon
LaQuinta, CA 92253
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, infomnation
which he or she knows to be
Continued on Page

B-5'

Continued on Page B-4
false is guilty of a crime.)
sl.Lason Young
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this stale of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under fed. e'ral, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 3121/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years fromthe date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law(See
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE N0.1-2007--00972
p. 3129, 4/5, 4112, 4119

and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Jo Han Lee, President
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 3116/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on fi~ In my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not ~sett authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007--03939

The following person(s) is (are)
doing bu~ness as:
EAGLE MOTORS
4905 Rose Ave.
Riverside, CA 92505

p. 3129, 415, 4112, 4119

People With Pride of Mich Inc.
3533 Harrison St #52
Riverside, CA 92503
MICHIGAN
This business is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s) listed above on 3114107.
I-declare that all the infonnabbn in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
sf.James
E.
Clark,
Ghainnan/Founder
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 3/20107.
1hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in mv office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk. . A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not ttse~ authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
tfle rights of another under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et · Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County·
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007--04112
p. 3129, 415, 4/12, 4/19
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
JHCOMPANIES
17810 Camino San Simeon
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
Jewel Holman (NMN)
17810 Camino San Simeon
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun lo
t(ansact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the infonnation in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, • infonnation
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Jewel Holman, Ill
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 311 V07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious bus~
ness name statement. expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in viola/ion of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007--03688
p. 3129, 415, 4112, 4/19
The fotlowing person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
NEWSTAR PAINTING
4231 Gardenridge Ct.
Riverside, CA 92505-3462
Wecan lndusl!ial Corp.
4231 Gardenridge Ct.
Riverside, CA 92505
CALIFORNIA
This business is conductl!fl by
Corporation. '
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s) listed above on July 2005.
I declare that all the infonnation in this statement is true

NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR CHANGE IN OWNERSHIP OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE LICENSE
Date of Filing Application:
MARCH 9, 2007
To Whom It May Concern:
The Name(s) of the
Applicant(s) is/are: PADILLA
MARIN / PADILLA MARIA
GUADALUPE. The applicants
listed above are applying tothe
Department of Alcoholic
Beverage Controt to sell alcoholic beverages at: 3635
UNIVERSITY
AVENUE,
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501-3330.
Type of License(s) Applied for:
4HlN-SALE BEER AND
WINE - EATING PLACE
p. 3129
NOTICE OF APPLICATION
TO SELL ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
Date of Filing Application:
MARCH26, 2007
To Whom It May Concern:
The Name(s) of the
Applicant(s) is/are: CREST
FOODS, INC. The applicants
listed above are applying to the
Department of Alcoholic
Beverage Control to sell alcoholic beverages at: 5225
CANYON CREST DR., BLDG
9, STE 40, RIVERSIDE, CA
92507-6360.
Type
of
License(s) Applied for: 41-0NSALE GENERAL EATING
PLACE

p. 3/29, 415, 4112
AMENDED
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
ROMAN REALTY MANAGEMENT SERVICES
RELEASED TIME EDUCATINOFORFONTANA
A LIGHT IN THE NIGHT
A FOURPERCENT COMMISSION
A 4% COMMISSION
A3-112% COMMISSION
8990 Limonite
Riverside, CA 92509
Enrique Roman (NMN)
8990 Limonite
Riverside, CA 92509
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s) listed aboveon March 24, 2004.
I declare that all the infonnation in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, infonnation
which he or she knows to be
fafse is guilty of a crime.)
st.Enrique
Roman,
PresidenUManager
The filing of this statement'
does not of itsett authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 10/16/2006.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitiotJs business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itse~ authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in viotation of
the rights of another under federal. state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
,
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2006-14601
p. 6129, 716, 7113, 7/20, 3129,

415, 4112, 4119
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
ESTRADA STRATEGIES
1064 E. La Cadena Dr.
Riverside, CA 92507
P.0. Box 5038
Riverside, CA 92517
RCB Educational Enterprises
LLC
7095 Meyers Ct.
San Bernardino, CA 92407
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by
Limited
Liability
Company/Partnership.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the
fictttious name(s) listed above.

ti
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I declare that all the infonnation in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, infonnation
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
SI.Ray
Blom,
PresidenUManager
The filing of this statement
does not of itse~ authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the Courity of Riverside on 3/26107.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious bus~
ness name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in viotatio~ of
1
the rights of another under federal, state or common law(See
Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007--04373
p. 3129, 415, 4112, 4/19

15718 Richvale Drive
Whittier, CA 90604

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the infonnation in this statement is true
and correct. (Aregistrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
sl.Sergio D. Verdejo
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of a{IOther under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement fded with the County of Riverside on 3126/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the dale ~ was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed befa-e that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
1 Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
The following person(s) is (are)· Business and Professions
doing business as:
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
METRO PAINTING CO.
23394 Woodlander Way
Clerk
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
FILE NO.R-2007--04441

p. 415, 4112, 4/19, 4/26
Jung Mo Kim
23394 Woodlander Way
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Hae Sook Kim
23394 Woodlander Way
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
This business is conducted by
Individual - Husband & Wfe.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s) listed above on 111/2007.
I declare that all the infonnation in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, infonnation
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
sf.Jung Mo Kim
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under fed- .
eral, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the Courity of Riverside on 3/27107.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date1t was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that Lime.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, stateor common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007--04462
p. 415, 4112, 4119, 4/26

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as: ·
STILLSON FIREPLACES
14842Artisan St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
Steven Max Stillson
14842Artisan St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555

Sara Jean Getz
19458 Tangelo Drive
Riverside, CA 92508
This business is conducted by
Individual - Husband & Wife.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the infonnation in this statement is true
and correct. (Aregistrant who
declares as true, infonnation
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Paul Getz
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 3126/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitklus
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not ttself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions

Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007--04372
p. 415, 4112, 4119, 4/26
The foHowing person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
PETS AND THE CITY
MOBILE GROOMING SALON
291 8 W. Williams St.
Banning, CA 92220
Victoria Blair
2918 W. Williams St.
Banning, CA 92220

Individual.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s) listed above on 3/21/03.
I dedare that all the lnfonnation in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, infoonation
whk:h he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Mario Valdez, Jr., OWner
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rightsof another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 3/20/07.
I hereby certify that this copy Is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years fromthe date tt was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business 'Name Statement
must be filed before Iha! time.
The filing of this statement
does not ttself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, stateor common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business I and Professions

Code).
LARRY w. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE N0.1-2007-00946
p. 415, 4112, 4/19, 4126
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
G& G'S TRUCKING
16768 Fox Trot Ln.
Moreno Yaney, CA 92555

and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, infonnation
which he or she knows to be
f alse is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Justin Herbert
The filing of this statement
does not of its~f authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 3/27107.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of_ the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office 6f the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Nam~ Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fict~ious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, stateor common law (See
Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-04510
p. 415, 4/12, 4119, 4126
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
BLUEPRINT APPRAtSALS
1473 Cumberland Ct.
Perris, CA 92571
75 W. Nuevo Rd. Ste E-510
Perris, CA 92571
Rashad Lewis (NMN)
1473 Cumbertand Ct.
Perris, CA 92571

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
This business is conducted by - I declare that all the information in this statement is true
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
and correct. (A registrant who
transact business under the
declares as true, information
fictitious name(s) listed above.
which he or shs knows to be
I declare that all the informafalse is guilty of a crime.)
tion in this statement is true
s/. Rashad Lewis
The filing of this statement
and correct. (A registrant who
does not of itself authorize the
declares as true, infonnation
which he or she knows to be
use in this state of a fictitious
false is guilty of a crime.)
business name in violation of
the rights of another under fedsl. Glen B. Walls
The filing of this statement
eral, state, or common law
does not of itself authorize the
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
use in this state of a fictitious
Statement filed with the Courity of Riverside on 3/28107.
business name in violation of
the rights of anotber under fedI hereby certify that this copy is
eral, state, or common law a correct co~~ of the origjnal
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
statement on file in my office.
Statement filed with the CounNOTICE: This fictitious busity of Riverside on 3128/07.
ness name statement exp,res
I hereby certify that this copy is
five years from the date ~ was
a correct copy of the original
filed in the Office of the County
statement on file in my office.
Cieri<'. , A new Fictitious
NOTICE: This fictitious busiBusiness Name Statement
ness name statement expires
must be filed before that time.
five years from the date ~ was
The filing of this statement
filed iri,the Office of the County
does not itself authonze the
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name Statement
Business Name in violation of
must be filed before that time.
the rights of another under fedThe filing of this statement
eral, state oc common law (See
does not itseff authorize the
Sei:tion 14411, Et Seq.,
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business and Professions
Business Name in violation of
Cpde).
the rightsof another under fedLARRY W. WARD, County
eral, state or common law (See
Clerk
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
FILE NO.R-2007--04548
Business and Professions
p. 415, 4112, 4/19, 4126
Glen Bernard Walls, Jr.
16768 Fox Trot Ln.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555

This business is conducted by
Individual.
This business ill' conducted by
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the infonnatransact business under the
tion in this statement is true
fictitious name(s) listed above.
and correct. (A registrant who
I declare that all the infonnadeclares as true, infonnation
tion in this statement is true
which he or she knows to be
and correct. (Aregistrant who
declares as true, infonnation
false is guilty of a crime.I
s/.Steve Stillson
whch he or she knows to be
The filing of this statement
false is guilty of a crime.)
does not of itself authorize the
sl.Victoria Blair
use in this state of a fictitious
The filing of this statement
business name in violation of
does not of itself authorize the
the rights of another under feduse in this state of a fictitious
eral, state, or common law
business name in violation of
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
the rights of another under fedStatement filed with the Couneral, state, or common law
ty of Riverside on 3/20/07.
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
I hereby certify that this copy is
Statement filed with the Couna correct copy of the original
ty of Riyerside on 3/28/07.
statement on file in my offite.
I hereby certify that this copy is
NOTICE: This fictitious busia correct oopy of the original
ness name slatement expires
statement on file in my office.
five years from the date it was
NOTICE: This fictitious busifiled in the Office of the County
ness name statement expires
Clerk.
A new· Fictitious
five years from the date it was
Business Name Statement
filed in the Office of the County
must be filed before that time.
Clerk. A new Fictitious
The filing of this statement
Business Name Statement
does not itself authorize the
must be filed before that time.
use in this state of a Fictitious
The filing of this statement
Business Name in violation of
does not itsett authorize the
the rights of another under feduse in this·stale of a Fictttious
eral, state or common law (See
Business Name in violation of
Code).
Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
the rights of another under fedLARRY W. WARD, County
Business and Professions
eral, state or common law (See
Clerk
Code).
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
FILE NO.R-2007--04522
LARRY W. WARD, County
Business and Professions
p. 415, 4112, 4119, 4126
Clerk
Code).
FILE NO.R-2007--04067
,LARRY W. WARD, County
The following person(s) is (are)
Thefollowing person(s) is (are)
p. 415, 4112, 4119, 4/26
Clerk
doing business as:
doing business as:
FILE NO.R-2007-04592
ADVANCE D CONSTRUCA1JANITORIAL
The following person(s) is (are)
p. 415, 4112, 4119, 4126
TION PROFESSIONAL
ANGELA ALCANTAR
doing business as:
TOUCH PAINTING
3730 McKenzie Sl
READY MAID
The following person(s) is (are)
19114 Yoko Ln.
Riverside, CA 92503
8979 Barton St.
doing business as:
Riverside, CA 92508
Riverside, CA 92508
MARIO VALDEZ, JR.
Angela Alcantar
VALD EZ TREE SERVICE
Justin Lee HertJert
3730 McKenzie Sl
Rita Maria Ascencio
LANDSCAPING MAINTE19114 Yoko Ln.
Riverside, CA 92503
8979 Barton St
NANCE
Riverside, CA 92508
Riverside, CA 92508
67-126 Mission Dr.
This business is conducted by
Cathedral City, CA 92234
This business is conducted by
Individual.
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begunto
Individual.
Mario Valdez, Jr.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the
Registrant has not yet begun to • 67-126 MissionDr.
transact business under lhe
fictitious name(s) listed above.
transact bu.siness under the
Cathedral City, CA 92234
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the informafictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that au the infoonation in this statement is true
I declare that all the informaThis business is conducted by
tion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
tion in this statement is true
declares as true, infonnation
and correct. (A registrant who
STATE OF CAUFORIIA DJPARTMEITOF IIDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
which he or she-knows to be
declares as true, infoonation
WORKERS' COMPENSATION APPEA LS BOARD
SPECIAL NOTICE OF LAWSUIT
false is guity of a crime.)
which he or she knows to be
(Pursuant to Labor Code Section 3716 and Code of
sf.Angela Alcantar
false is guilty of a crime.)
Civil Procedure Section 41 2.20)
The filing of this statement
s/.Rita M. Ascencio
WCAB No. RIV 0076863
does not of itself authorize the
To: Defendant, Illegally Uninsured Employer:
The filing of this statement
Aviso:
Aud
lo
estan
demandando. La carte puede espeuse in this state of a fictitious
does not of itself authorize the
dir una decision que le afecte sin que se le escuche a
business name in violation of
use in this state of a fictitious
menos que ud actue pronto. Lea la sigu1ente informathe rights of another under fedbusiness name in vlotation of
c ion.
Defendant
WALTER JACK HALL; Agent for Seivice of
eral, state, or common law
ihe rights of another under fedProcess: Liston Brick Company of Corona
(sec. 1440 et. seq.' b &p code)
eral, state, or common law
Applicant{s): JOSE PULIDO, Applicant; Victor Pulido,
Statement filed with the Coun(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Deceased
ty of Riverside on 3/23/07.
NOTICES
Statement filed with the Coun1) A lawsuit, the attached Application for Adjudication of
I hereby certify that this copy is
ty of Riverside on3/26/07.
Claim has been filed with the Workers Compensation
a correct copy of the original
I hereby certify that thiscopy is
Appeals Board against you as the named defendent by
statement on file in my office.
a correct copy of the original
the above-named applicant(sJ. You may seek the advice
of an attorney in any matter connected with this la\oYSuit
NOTICE: This fictitious busistatement on file in my office.
and such attorney should be consulted promptly so that
ness name statement expires
NOTICE: This fictitious busiyour response may be filed and entered in a timely fashfive years from the date it was
ness name statement expires
ion. If you do not know an attorney, you may call an
filed in the Office of the County
attorney reference seivice or a legal aid office (see telefive years from the date it was
phone directory). You may also request assistance/inforClerk.
A new FicLitious
filed in the Office oi the County
mation from an Information and Assistance Officer of the
Business Name Statement
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Division of W orkers' Compenstaion (see telephone
must be filed before that time.
Business Name Statement
direotory).
2)
An Answer to the Application must be filed and served
The filing of this statement
must be filed before that time.
Wthin sbc days of the service of the Application pursuant
does not itself authorize the
The filing of . this statement
to Appeals Board rules; therefore, your written response
use in this state of a Fictitious
does not itself authorize the
must be filed with the Appeals Board promptly; a letter or
phone call "Nill not protect your inte rests.
Business Name in violation of • use in this state of a Fictitious
3) You will be seived with a Notice(s) of Hearing and
the rights of another under fedBusiness Name in violation of
must appear at all hearings or conferences. After such
eral, state or common law (See
the rights of another under fedhearing, even absent your appearance, a decision may
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
eral, stateor common law (See
be made and an amrd of compensation benefits may
issue against yo u. T he award could result in the garnishBusiness and Professions - Section 14411, Et Seq.,
ment of your wages, taking of your money or property or
Code).
Business and Professions
other relief: If the Appeals Board makes an award
LARRY W. WARD, County
Code).
against you, your house or other dwelling or other propClerk
erty may be taken to satisfy that award in a non-i_udicial
LARRY W. WARD, County
sale,
with no exemptions from execution. A lien may also
FILE NO.R-2007--04360
Clerk
be imposed upon your property without further hearing
p. 4/5, 4112, 4119, 4126
FILE NO.R-2007-04363
and before the issuance of an award.
p. 4/5, 4112, 4119, 4126
4) You must not~y the Appeals Board of the proper
address for the service of official and papers and notify
The following person(s) is (are)
the Appeals Board of any changes In that address.
doing business as:
The following person(s) is (are)
, Take Action Now to Protect Your Interests!
VERDEJO'S STEAKS &
doing business as:
Issued by: Workers' Compensation Appeals Board
CHOPS
Name and Address of Appeals Board: Workers'
ECLIPSE TECHNOLOGY
Comensation Appeals Board
29955 Technology Drive #101
19458 Tangelo Drive
3737 Main St., 3rd Fl., Riverside CA 92501
Murrieta, CA 92563-2638
Riverside, CA 92508
Completed By:
3040 Saturn Street #203 SalName and Address of Applicant's Attorney,
Representat,ve (or Applicant if acting without
um
Paul Edward Getz
Attorney/Representative):
Brea, CA 92821
• 19458 Tangelo Drive
Law Offices of Alejo Lugo & Associates
Riverside, CA 92508
3333 Cent,al Ave., Suite G, Riverside, CA 92501 951276-1529
Sergio Damian Verdejo
p . 3/15, 3122, 3129, 415

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
SAMS ICE CREM
3850 Elmride Ct.
Riverside, CA 92506
Spartak Martirosyan (NMN)
3850 Elmride Ct.
Riverside, CA 92506
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registranlhas IJOl yet begun to
transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, infonnation
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Spartak Martirosyan
The filing of this statement
does not of itsett authorize the

use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 3/t6/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
N0TICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
C~rk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violatkln of
the rights of another under federal, slateor common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
C~rk
FILE NO.R-2007--03916
p. 415, 4112, 4119, 4/26
The follov.ing person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
,MONGKOLINE
30724 Benton Rd., Suite C302
#396
Winchester, CA 92596
Justin Rattanamongkhon (JA)
34611 Chinaberry Dr.
Winchester, CA 92596
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the infonnation in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, infonnation
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
sl.Justin Rattanamongkhon
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 3/26/07.
I hereby certify 'that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Profession,
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-04417
p. 415, 4112, 4119, 4/26
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
LIBERTY
FINANCIAL
GROUP
30724 Benton Rd., Ste C-302
#396
Winchester, CA 92596
Vince Vilaysane (NMN)
34611 Chinaberry Rd.
Winchester, CA 92596
This business Is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, infonnation
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
sl.VinceMlaysane
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the Coun-

ty of Riverside on 3/26/07.
I hereby certify tharthis copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itsett authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, stateor common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-04416
p. 415, 4112, 4119, 4126

The followng person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
FIRST ACADEMY OF COMPUTER ARTS
13341 Heather Lee St.
Corona, CA 92880
Maricris Barsana Flores
13341 Heather Lee St.
Corona, CA 92880

Dinhchinh Dang. The Court
Ordera that all persons ~terested
in this matter shall appear be\i>re
this.court at the hearing ndicate(I
below to show cause, if any, V/IIJ
the petition fer change of name
shoold nol be granted. Notice· of
Hearing Date: May 15, 2007, Ti~
8:30, Dept: 06.Acopyof thisoider
to Show Cause shall be published
at least once each week for fo\Jr
successive weeks prior to the
set for hearing on the petition in'tti~
following newspaper of general circulation, prnted in this countc
Black Voice News.
Date: 3/29107
"
StephenD. Gunnison, Judge of.the
Superior Court.
• ,,

da'

p. 4/5, 4112, 4119, 4£2f.
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
·
ALOHA PIZZA & PASTA
155W. Blaine St.
Riverside, CA 92507
21475 Dickinson Rd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Chihiro Tamaki (NMN)
21475 Dickinson Rd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
0

Mick Tamaki (NMN)
21475 Dickinson Rd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the infonnation in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, infonnation
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Maricris B. Flores
The filing of this statement
does not of ~self authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 31;23107.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on fwe in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itsett authorize the
use in this stale of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, stateor common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County
Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007--04312
p. 415, 4112, 4/19, 4126

I'

This business is conducted ~y
lndivi:lual - Husband &Wife, •
Registrant has not yet begunIp
transact business under ,the
fictttious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the infoftllation in this statement is tn(e
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, infonnation
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.) .'.
sl.Ctihiro Tamaki
'
The filing of this statemeJ
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
bi;siness name in violation o,f
the rights of another under f~d,
eral, state, or common la~
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p COQe)
Statement filed with the COUIJ;
ty of Riverside on 3107107. , .
I hereby certify that this copy ~
a correct copy of the orig[nal
statement on fi~ in my office.0
NOTICE: This fictitious biJsiness n~me statement expir~
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statemel)l
must be filed before that ti~e.
The filing of ttis statement
does not ~self authorize
use in this state of a Fictiti9us
Business Name in violation- 9,f
the rights of another under f~eral, state or common law (Se"
Section 14411, Et S~q,
Business and Profession~
Code).
.; ,
LARR'/ W. WARD, CounW
Clerk
•
FILE NO.R-2007--03438
n

½

p. 415, 4r'12, 4119, 4(26
ORDER TOSHOW CAUSEFOR
CAANGc OF NAME
RIC 468652
To All Interested Persons:
Petitioner:
Alexis
Hill
Schwarzkopf filed a petition v.ith
this court for a deaee changing
names as fol1ows: ALEXIS HILL
SCHWARZKOPF to Alexis
Michaels The Cout Orders that all
persons interested in this matter
shall appear before this court at the
hearing ind1:ated below to show
cause, if any, why the petition for
change of name should not be
granted. Notice of Hearing Date:
June 6, 2007, Time 8:30, Oepl:00.
Acopy of this Order to Show Cause
shall be published at least once
each week for four successive
weeks prior lo the date set for hearing on the petition in the foUowing
newspaper of general circulation,
printed 1n th:s county· Black Voice
News.
Date: 3/29107
Stephen D. Gunnison, Judge of the
Superior Court.
p. 415, 4112, 4119, 4126

ORDER TO SHOW CAUSEFOR
CHANGE OF NAME
RIC468653
To All Interested Persons:
Peationer Chinh Dinh Dang filed
a petition with this court for a
decree changing names as follows:
CHINH DINH DANG to Jordan

STATE OF CALIFORI IA DEPARTMEI TOF INDUSTRIAL RELATIOI S

STATE OF CALIFORNIA DEPARTMEN T OF INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

WORKERS' COMPENSATION A PPEALS BOAR D

WORKE RS' COM PENSATION APPEA LS BOARD

SPECIAL NOTICE OF LAWSUIT

(Pursuant to Labor Code Section 3716 and Code of
Civil Procedure Secnon 41 2.20)
WCAB No. LBO 0382690
To: Defendant, Illegally Uninsured.Employer:
Aviso: A ud lo estan demandando. La carte puede exped ir una decision que le afecte sin que se le escuche a
menos que ud actue pronto. Lea la s1gu1ente mformacion.
Defendant: CONCRETE GRAPHICS
Applicant(s): AUR ELIO SALAZAR
1
NOTICES

SPECIAL NOTICE OF LAWSUIT

1

·'

(Pursuant to Labor Code Section 3716 and Code of •
Civil Procedure Section 41 2 20)
WCAB No. MON 0324608

To: Defendant, Illegally Uninsured Employer:
Aviso: Aud lo estan demandando. La carte puede expel
dir una decision que le afecte sin que se le escuche a '
menos que ud actue pronto. Lea la siguiente informa- 1
cion.
Defendant: CRC RIM, Inc.
Applrcant(s)· BLANCA E. FRANCO
NOTICES

1) A lawsuit, the attached Application ofbr Adjudication of
Claim has been filed with the Worker,; Compensation
Appeals Board against you as the named defendent by
the above-named applicant(s). You may seek the advi~e

1) A lawsuit, the attached Application for Adjudication o/ ;
· Claim has been filed wtth the Workers Compensation
Appeals Board against you as the named defendent by •
the above-named applicant(s). You may seek the advice•

of an attorney in any matter connected with this lawsuit

of an attorney in any matter connected with this lay,,suit
and such attorney should be consulted promptly so that
your response may be filed and entered in a timely fashl_

and such attorney should be consulted promptly so that
your response may be filed and ente red in a timely fash-

ion. If you do not know an attorney, you may call an
attorney reference service or a legal aid office (see telephone directory). You may also request assistance/informat1on from an Information and Assistance Officer of the
ONision of Workers' Compensation (see telephone

ion. If you do not know an attorney, you may call an •
attorney reference service o r a Jegal aid office (see t ele.- '

phone directory). You may also request ass1stance/infor- •
mation from an Information and Assistance Officer ofth~
Division of Workers' Compensation (see telephone ~

directory).
2) An Answer to the Application must be filed and seived
within six days of the seivice of the Application pursuant

directory).
•
2) An Answer to the Application must be filed and seived
within sis days of the seivice oJ the Application pursuant "

to Appeals Board rules; the refore, your written response

to Appeals B~ard rules; therefore, your written response

must be filed with the Appeals Board promptly; a letter or
phone call will not protect your interests.
3) You will be served with a Notice(s) of Hearing and
must appear at all hearings or conferences. After such
hearing, even absent your appearance, a d ecision may
be made and an a'Nard of compensation benefits may

issue against you. The award could result In the garnishment of your 'Hages, taking of your money or property or

other relief. If the Appeals Board makes an award
against you, your house or other dwelling or other property may be taken to satisfy that award in a non-judicial
sale, with no exemptions from esecution. A lien may also
be imposed upon your property without further hearing
and before the issuance of an av-1ard.

4) You must notify the Appeals Board of the proper
address for the service of official and papers and notify

the Appeals Board of any changes in that address.
Take Action Now t o Protect Your Interests I

Issued by: Workers' Compensation Appeals Board
Name and Address of Appeals Board: Workers'
Compensat ion Appeals Board

300 Oceangate Drive, Suite 200. Long Beach, CA
90802-4339
Completed By:
Name and Address of Applicant's Attorney,
Representative {or Applicant if acting without
Attorney/Representative):

Alejo Lugo, Esq.
3333 Central Ave., Suite G: Riverside, CA 92506 951 276-1529
p. 3/15, 3122, Jl.29, 415

must be filed with the Appeals Board promptly; a letter or.,
phone call will not protect your interests.
3) You will be seived with a Notice(s) of Hearing and
must appear at all hearings or conferences. After such
hearing, even absent your appearance , a decision may
be made and an award of compensation benefits may 1
issue against you. The award could result in the garnishment of your\Vages, taking of your money or property qf

other relief. If the Appeals Board makes an award 1
against you, your house or other cJI.Nelling Cir other prop...,

erty may be taken to satisfy that award in a non-judicial ,
sale, with no exemptions from execution. A lren may also ,..
be imposed upon your property w,thout further hearing
11
and befme the issuance of an award.
4) You must notify the Appeals Board of the proper

address for the seivice of official and papers and nonfy •
the Appeals Board of any changes in that address.
•
Take Action Now to Protect Your Interests!
Issued by: Workers' Compensation Appeals Board
Name and Address of Appeals Board: W orke rs'

Compensation Appeals Board
3737 Main St., 3rd Fl., Riverside CA 92501
Completed By:
Name and_ Address of Applicant's
Representative

(or

Applicant

if

acting

'•
Attorney, ,
without

Attorney/Representat,ve):
1
Alejo Lugo, Esq.
3333 Central Ave., Suite G, Riverside, CA 92506 951- ,
276-1529
p. 3115, 3122, 3129, 4/$

\
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First 5 Presents ''Leading Ladies" for School Readiness
Leading Ladies for School Readiness,
visit the California Association of
Ministers, Wives and Widows' website at info@leadingladiesforschool-

CHILDR~N

EFAMILIES
..
CO
ISSION

readiness.com or call (866) 305-481 ~
or contact Mrs. Brackett at (323) 5250559 ext. 237.

Photo by Marti Taylor
L To R Patricia Calloway of Refreshing Springs.Community Church, Brenda Davis of Refreshing Springs Church, Regina Hamilton of Refreshing
S prings Community Church, Miriam Fredrick of Eagles Wings Christian Church, Patricia Wiggins of Eagles Wings Christian Church, Rhonda
Ellison of Kansas Ave SDA, and Gladys Coward of Eagles Wings Christian Church.

The Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

By Marti Taylor
• •. Members

of the California
A sociation of Ministers,' Wives and
Widows are spreading the good word
of early childhood development
.through a partnership with First S
California.
The two groups joined forces to
create Leading Ladies for School
Readiness, a statewide campaign
specifically
targeting
AfricanAmericans.
· Established in 1999, First S focuse on early development of children
aies O to five, based on studies that
indicate children function better when
exposed to positive emotional, physical and intellectual reinforcement during those, years. Since its inception,
Firsts has provided youngsters and
lheii . families with a range of health
and early learning services.
; But with the African-American
·community suffering from the highest
infant mortality rate in the state and
only 37 percent of its· children
enrolled in preschool, First S representatives enlisted the help of the
,Black church to spread the message
about the importance of school readi'ess to African-American families.
•: The Leading Ladies' mission is to
•lipply African-American parents and
taregivers with the necessary tools.
~ "More and more African;\.merican children are entering prechool unprepared," said Monique
}31'ackett,
Assistant
Account
ixecutive for BaumanCurry, in
tharge of African-American outreach
for First S California. "It's about nurturing--reading to them out loud, hav!ng them hold crayons--not jusfletting
them sit in front of the T.V. and watch
tesame Street."
: Using African-American churches
Jo disseminate that information to
J3lack communities was a natural
phoice according to Mrs. Brackett.
! "The African American communip has always looked to faith leaders
for guidance and advice when others
rely on fam ily members or polititans," said Mrs. Brackett. "In the
B lack community, pastors are considt red a trusted source of information."
: The organizatio~ is sending the
;message using methods such as
:advertising . in Black newspapers.
· ;making public service announce,ments, and sponsoring radio gospel
~hows.
; Although Leading Ladies •is faithbased, Mrs. Brackett said one doesn't
have to be affiliated with a church in
o rder to benefit from the program.
'' "We'll be holding seminars and
they' ll be either in churches or com. munity centers, bu they're open to
: e veryone," said Mrs. Brackett. "Our
· goal •is to teach the African-American
tommunity about early childhood
healthcare and education, benefits
beyond the walls of the church."
:: The statewide campaign was
launched in February after two years
of collaboration between the church
· 1eaders and First 5.
:: During that time, the team created
the Outreach Tool Kit equipped to
assist Leading Ladies in their outreach efforts.
"The kit is a comprehensive guide
to h~~ members be strong school
readiness advocates," said Mrs.
Brackett. "It has talking points to
assist us in hosting school readiness
seminars, teaches us how to organize
community forums, has answers to

frequently asked questions, and is a
resource for church and media outreach information."
The tool kit also comes with a CDROM with helpful t4ps for parents,
incl uding a list of websites for different services, that can be downloaded,

printed and distributed.
The organization will be holding a
parents workshop Wednesday, May 9
from 11 :30 to 2:30 p.m. at the San
Bernardino First S office, 330 N. D
Street, fifth floor.
A Leading Ladies workshop will

take place Friday, May 11 from 10
a.m. to I p.m. at the First S Riverside
office, 2002 Iowa Ave., Suite 100.
Lunch will be served at both
events and are free and open to the
public.
For more information about

'>

Riverside African American Historical Society

BOOKERnJaT~JnWASHINGTON
' I

Photo cou~esy of Mission Inn Foundation
Booker T. Washington and Frank Miller on Mt. Rubidoux

STEERING COMMITTEE
C h eryl Brow n
A lic ia Lee
Dean Teer
S y lv ia M artin-J ames
Louie Jones
Dr. Pau lette Brown-Hinds
Rickerby Hinds
M . Bernard E dmonds
Kenneth Morris
O la Fay e Stephens '

Please·Join Us For The

DOKER WASHINGTON
BRUNCH

Commemora.ting the 151st Anniversary of his Birth

-F riday, April 13, 7007
The His'toric Mission Inn
Downtown Riverside
11:30 a.m. - 2:00 ·p .m.
Guest Speaker

Gloria '~Bonnie" _Jackson, great-granddaughter of Booker T. Washington
Co-SPONSORED BY

SPoNsoREo sv The

THE PRESS-ENTERPRISE ~

Black Voice News

Inland Southern California's Newspaper

For information (909) 888-5040
'
~

~

)
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Actor Demond Wilson to Speak at Prayer Breakfast
tf,

annual Inland .Valley Harambee
Prayer Breakfast at 8 a.m. April
7
in Ontario.
Demond Wilson, the actor
Community activists, youth
who gained television fame as
Lamont ~n the comedy hit advocates, elected officials,
~Sanford and Son," will be the school trustees and volunteers
keynote speaker at the 13th · will attend the breakfast at the
The Black Voice News

ONTARIO

:EASTER RESURRECTION CELEBRATION
: The Ephesians New Testament Church invites the
public to come and worship with them during their
Easter "Resurrection Celebration" with the following services: Good Friday Service, April 6th at 7:00
p.m.; Easter Morning Worship Service at 9:00 a.m.
and 11 :45 a.m.; Annual Easter Egg Hunt at 1:30
p.m . Come celebrate at 1~380 Merrill Ave.,
Fontana, CA (1/2 block west of Cypress Ave.,) For
more information contact the church at (909) 823_23 l0. Emory 8 . James is Sr. Pastor.

Airport Marriott Hotel, 2200 E.
Holt Blvd., Ontario. Tickets are
$25 per person. Ticket and vendor information: (909) 5977 134.
Entertainment will include the
Los Angeles Laker Girls, saxo-

phonist Grover Richardson,
classical singer and actress
Cathy Cagle, gospel singer
Mable Boyd, praise dancer
Jacqueline Harris and Christian
Disciples Singers and Band.
Assemblywoman Nell Soto 1

D -Ontario, Assemblywoman contributions to community,
Wilmer Amina Carter, D-Rialto . youth, school and underrepre::and mayors Paul Leon of sented residents.
Ontario and Mike Thoney of
West Covina will present
Submit your Religious News to:
awards to individuals who've
leeragin@blackvoicenews.com
made significant differences and

· the public to attend- the 2007 Youth Gospel Festival
FREE MUSICAL - AMAZING LOVE
featuring the Southland's best youth choirs,
soloists, instrumentalists and praise dancers on
The Drama/Musical, Amazing Love, (the Easter
Saturday, April 14, 2007
story as told
. . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .through the eyes
beginning at 6:00 pm.'. at
Antioch Missionary Baptist Church of
Mary
Riverside Faith Temple
7547 Emera ld Street
Chu~uh, 2355 Pennsylvania
Rive rside, CA.
Magdalene) will
Avenue, Riverside.
(951 ) 688 _7872
be featured at
For more information
Rev. M. W. Riley, Pastor
Bryant • Street
contact (951) 684-0805 or
Equipping Disciples fo r Kingdom Building
Baptist Church,
(951) 686-11650.
Weekly schedule of events
Sunday
9:30
Hou r of Power
11 :00 Wors hip Hour
<-l
Wednesday
Noon day P rayer
Friday
7:30
Bible Study/Prayer
Youth Nig ht
7:30

The Riverside Black History Committee invites

D ate !

v ~,. the

s

YOUTH GOSPEL FESTIVAL

Yucaipa at Good Friday services, April 6th at
7:00pm. Audiences will be captured through the
real life experience of those closest to Jesus the
Savior. The plot grows dark through His crucifixion and victorious with His supernatural resurrection and amazing Love.
Bryant Street Baptist Church is located AT 13456:
Bryant Street, ~etween Avenue E and Cc_>Unty Li1_1ein the city of Yucaipa . For details call the office,at
909-795-4116.

+

~1:28

Weinviteyouto
Worship wzth us on...

DC>Ml~~USE
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•

Sun~y Mornings!

..

SUndays* bllglnnlng March 11. Z007
8.110am-ll:4Bllm
Atth<

'"You will nenr be

Rock of Faith FOUl'ljquare Church

lhes.ame In

Located at 325 W. B Street ·
Ontario, CA 91762

Jesus name"
Apottle Cbarfa & Prophdm Rtutt WIUl1
Pillion

•
•
•
•

Womip SU'lice S11nday 9:30 a.m. -12 n°"n
Cenlnll Pm (Crofters Den)
112116 Budine Rd.
Randto Cru:amonga, CA
(NW Con,,r ofMilliken and Baseline)

($« Rrnne fo.r Dln:ctlom) •

Bible Study
Wednesday 5:15 p.m. - 6:10 p.m.
C,entrr,J Parle /0'1/lm DmJ
(909) 4111-3816

"
'
-r£v l

Worship in Truth C.O.G.I.C.

Good News
. Community Church

, ,.

Full Gospel Baptist Fellowship
178 Iowa Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507
951 .683.2916
Weekly Services

I .._

Life

•
Pastor K.T. Moreland
9215Arrow. Rte.
Rancho Cucamonga, CA

Church Of God In Christ

909.948.2027

Church Motto:

•Sunday Worship Service 10:00am•
•Wednesday Night Bible Study 7:00pm•
•Tuesday-Friday Prayer 6:00am •

Morning Wo rs hip
11 :30 am
Bible S tudy (Tues.)
7:00 pm
Choir Re hearsal (Thurs.) 7 :00 pm

TRY GREAT THINGS FOR GOD,
EXPECT GREAT THINGS FROM

GOO!

We Worship in Spirit and in Truth/

Pastor & Mrs.
Levonzo Gray, Sr.

RIALTO CHRISTIAN CENTER

Pastor/Founder

Come Worship with us!

'

Tbe Cbarcb HELL Didi)'t Wa11t To See Happeol

•worshipping in Spirit & in Truth" John 4:24

234 W. Merrill Ave. Rialto CA 92376
P.o. Box 1615 Rialto CA 92377
Udellsr@aol.com
_ www.RCCSpiritandTruth .org
(909) 873-5380
Order of Services
Sunday School
9:00 am
Worship Service
10:30 am
Miracle Monday Prayer
10:00 am
Tuesday Bible Study
6:30 pm
Wednesday Prayer
6:30 pm
Radio Broadcast KPRO 1570 AM - Sal.

-:
.. L

'P~7~_~/
t)~~

Randy D . Triplett
Pastor & Fotmder
District Elder

SUNDAY WORSHIP
SERVICES
8, 9:45, II :30 a.m.
&6p.m.

Sunday School 10am
Sunday AM Service llam-1:30pm
Sunday PM Service 6pm
Wednesday Bible Study 7pm

Pastor Darryl J .
Udell Sr.
Co-Pastor Rita Udell

MIRACLE HEALING
SERVICE
Every Isl Sunday
6:00 pm

653-8631 Office • 653-8634 Pastor
653-8680 FAX

Watch our TV Broadcast
"LIVING IN FULLNESS '
EVERYDAY"
on DirecTV

Ibt Word Nd1u1rk
Sunday 2:30 p.m. PST
Channel 373

For inrormation and to
enroll call
951.684.3639
(Preschool)
951.684.3643
(Elementary School)

WEDNESDAY BIBLE
STUDY
7:00 p.m.
Cl asses for all ages

Wednesday 8:00 p.m. PST
Channel 371

_tq•J lfohidou, Boull·, ard ~ H.i, l' rsick. ( · \ IJ:!509

23932 Alessandro Blvd. • MORENO VALLEY

"\\ ,\~ku1 ruu~J.-~h.- .O IJ.:.

Comer Heacock & Alessandro Right Behind Taco Bell

12:00pm

LIFE CHRISTIAN
ACADEMY PRESCHOOL
& ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL
Kindergarten through 5th
Grade
Abeka Curriculum

( hunh ,o .'>~l.hS..a5--t'J I

MT CALVARY MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

We Don 't ·Do Church
We Do Ministry

••you ARE WORTHY, 0 LORD, TO RECE[VE
GLORY AND HONOR AND POWER, FOR YOU
CREATED ALL THINGS, AND BY YOUR WILL
THEY EXIST AND WERE
CREATED.''
REV,4:11

.1, '\ o.'J~l.t,S-'.X1l7

I 111.111: "oino11 i.uo11 /fo,wl(ot11

The Ultimate 'in Gospel Music
presents

JKJP!RCCD '1l~17CID
Highway to Heaven Broadcast
with

5476 34th Street, Riverside, Ca 92509
Pastor Henry L Combs Jr.
(95 1) 78 1-0443
Administrative Office
(951) 684-6480

Rev. LeRoi Lacey, Monday -- Friday at 5:30 PM
Holy Hip-Hop - Sat. 1 AM-3 AM
Gospel Grooves - Sun. 4 AM-5 AM
Inspiration across America Gospel Music
Countdown
Saturday, 11 PM - 12 Midnight
Sunday, 12 Midn ight - 1 AM
e-mail: kproval@AOL.com
Leroilacey@AOL.com

Services

S1111day School ...... , ...............9:30 am
Sunday Worship .... , ............. .I I :00 am
Wednesday Bible Study . ..............7:00 pm
Brotherhood (1st Saturdays) . .....• . , ..8:30 am

Sunday

8:00am

Hour of Power

Sunday

10:30am

Worship/Celebration

Tuesday

7:00pm

Bible Study

Phillip & Denise Powell

Bible Study

Senior Pastor & First Lady

Thursday 11 :00am

1672 Palm Ave .. Hi ghland. CA 92 3 46

909.425.2615

Pastor Henry Combs Jr. and wife Cassondr<J

Valley Fellowship SeventhDay Adventist Church
275 East Grove Street
Rialto , CA 92376
(909) 874-5851 - Church
(909) 874-5152 - Fax

RalnlNMComman
Praise Ctllflt

H OLY LAND
(909) 381-2662

Sugar Hill School
24455 Old Country Rd.

Sundays 10:30 a.m.
Rev. Robert

, __..___ Clllllt_....,..__.
11 OOAM
9 JOAN
7.00PM
7,00PM

GoocHOPEMSSIOlllo>• Bmn CdC,

;,,·, ,.• ·, ""
P!"' ;,"'' ,,.-:

'fo

7:00 p.m.

illlf1l.ltl~.'f.!!.JO,..:t.

p.:,3-•;..;,i

Sundays-1 0:OOa.m.

Sunday Church School

2825 Walnut SL, Ontario, CA fl761
(Off 60 fwy ol l'rc:tlbold !we. Sovlh lo
Wah.II St, tun Jeff to site on Jeff.)
Pastor Ed 8.

BIBLE STUDY

Wednesday

·w

9:00 AM

Worship S~e-Mountoin View Elementary

8:00a.m.
10:00a.m.
11 :00a.m.
11 :00a,m.

R~, ,_, &11a1 P;sio,

·a tl...v). ...~u ww;"''r ;.,,-4";,-1k :kut.

24470 Sophie Street
Perns, CA
951-657-5705

Asp\ e Bible Church

SUNDAY SERVICES
Morning Service
Adult Sunday School
Children's Church
Sunday Service

Rev. John Cager

lady Noorri Dilon

Sunday Worship Service

10:30 AM

Wednesday Bible Study

7:00 PM

for Info call (909) 78'-!737 or

Visa us al: www.aspirebiblec:hurch.com

Thursday Bible Study

10:00AM

For-lnfonnotloneoll (951) 657-546501 (951) 616-0885

Moreno Valley Mission CME
Jlrigh1 Ligh~Full Gospel COGJC
Highland Uniiy Church Mini tries
Kansas Ave, SDA Church
Mt Moriah Baptist
Parle Avenue Baptist Church
The Living Word Baptisl Church
New Vi ions Chrislian
tomrnunity Church

l0800 HoloAve., Ste #3&4
5339 Mission Blvd.
2902 Rubidoux Blvd., Suite C
4491 Kansas Avenue
18991 Mariposa St.
1910 Manin Luther King Blvd.
9191Colorado Ave.

Moreno Valley, CA 925
Riverside, CA 92509
Riverside, CA 92509
Riverside, CA 92507
Riverside, CA 92508
Riverside, CA 92507
Riverside, CA

(951) 812-3509
(951) 782-m.l
(951) 222-2115
(951) 682-98IO
(951) 780•2240
(951) 684-8782
(951) 788-92 I8

13461 Mariposa Ave.

1111/erside, CA 92508

(951) 6 1-7454

Pastor Lenton H.
Lenoir

BETHEL AME CHURCH

16262 Baseline Avenue
Fontana·, CA 92335° • 909/350-940 I
"A c/111rch where everybody is somebody"
.ftl4:ff

Thursday Women's Evag. Service
Prayer
7:30PM

95 J680-2044

Edwards

9:30AM .
11 :OOAM
7:00PM

Tuesday Night Pastoral Teaching
Bible Study
8:00PM

Pastor John W. Thomas &
First Lady Evang. Erzel Thomas

Bethel AME Church

• MomingWor.hio
• Sunday School
• Bible Study (Wed.)
• Fnd.y Night Live

Schedule of Worship Service

Sunday School
Sunday Morning Worship
Sunday Night Service

Moreno Valley, CA

9:30 am
11 :00 am
5:00 pm
5:00 pm
7:00 pm

COGIC

1024 N. "G" Street • San Bernardino, CA 92410

How to BecomdMillionaire Trus 6:30 pm
God's Purpose for Your Life Trus 6:30 pm
Youth Entrepreneurial Training Sat 9:30 am
Praise & Worship Services Sat 11:00 am

Weekly Service
SATURDAY
Fellowship, Prayer & Bible Study
Praise Service & Divine Worship
Youth Service
WEDNESDAY
Feeding Program
Bible Study & Prayer

(909) 688-1570 .

Rev. John Senig~ar
Elder DeWayne Butler
Rev. C.E. Knott, Sr.
Jesse Wilson, Pastor
Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr.
Rev. LE. Campbell, Pastor
Pastor FD. Bullock

,,

New Vision Christian Methodist
Episcopal Church
Rainbow Community Praise Cenler
Tree of Life Tabernacle COGIC
New Hope MBC Baptis1, SB
Community Missionary Baptisl
First Baptist Church of Perris
Full Gospel Church of Love

8368 Beech Ave.
15854 Carter Streel
214 N. Palm Ave. Rm, 101
1575 West 171h Street
939 Clay Street
277 E. Fifth Street
24050 Theda

Fonlana, CA 92336
Fonlana, CA 92336
' Rialto, CA 92376
San Bernardino, 92410
Redlands, CA 92373
Perris, CA 92570
Perris, CA 92570
I'

(909) 823-0424
(909) 355-RCPC
(909) 874-5469
(909) 887-2526

(909) 793-2380
(909) 657-3767
(909) 928-7720

I·

Rev. A. Charles '
Langston

Rev. J. Dwight Jackson •
Dr. D.C. Nosakhere Thomas ,
Rev. Derrick E. Callicutt
1
RobeJ1 L. Fairley, Sr.
Rev. H. Hubbard "
Pastor/Phortias Laura BeU

Building Better Communities
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The Black Voice News

Taft T. Newman Christian School Hosts 2nd Annual Portrait of Great Achiever Awards~

The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

Grammy award winner Pastor
Andrae Crouch, Assemblywoman
Wilmer Amina Carter and
Lindsay Hughes, of McDonald's
Gospelfest acclaim , are only a
few outstanding leaders included
among those to be honored at the
2nd Annual 'Portrait of Great
Achiever Awards and Walk of
Fame Induction.' The black tie
reception will commence at the
Taft T. Newman Christian School
located at 13 14 Date Street in San
Bernardino, Saturday, April 21 at
4:30 p.m. The reception will be
immediately followed by the
awards ceremony at 7:00 p.m.
The ' Portrait of Great Achiever
Award and Walk of Fame
Induction' event is a highly antic.ipated event honoring unsung
:heroes who have made outstand.ing contributions to the community. "We are· very .excited about
hosting the event this year," comments advisory council member
Lin French. "It is great to have a

Anna Maria Horsford

Rafael Rawls

forum where people are honored
for their outstanding achievements. It uplifts the community
and helps inspire o.Ehers to also
.strive to accomplish 'great things ,
as well."
Rafael
Rawls,
Field
Representative for Congressman
Joe Baca, and actress Anna Maria
Horsford will both serve as hosts

Assemblywoman
Wilmer Amina Carter

Pastor Raymond
Turner

for the evening . Anna Maria
Horsford, a seasoned actress in
her own rite, has created in
impressive body of work appearing in award-winning shows
including Grey's Anatomy, 24
and The Shield. Playing a prominent role on the sitcom The
Wayans Bros for five seasons,
Horsford has also made several

Dorothy Ingram - the
longest living African American
educator in San Bernar~in0
County
•
The Mississippi Bling
Boys - Legendary·Gospel Group:
•
Regina Moses - descen:
dent of the founders of
Allensworth, the only black town
in California.
~
•
Dr. Friedhelm Radandt •
President
.o f
Community_
Christian College
• ·
Pastor Raymond Turner
- renowne,d community activist
and Pastor of Temple Mi sionary
Baptist Church

Achiever Award and Walk of
Fame Induction honorees:
•
Assemblywoman Wilmer
Amina Carter - the first African
American woman representing
San Bernardino
•
Pastor Andrae Crouch legendary gospel singer and
Pastor of New 'Christ Memorial
Church of God in Christ
Ted Henson - First
African .American Police Captain
of the San Bernardino Police
Department
•
Lindsay Hughes Philanthropist, Founder and CEO
of McDonald's· Gospelfest

Awards and Walk of
Fame Induction Honors
· Those Making a
Difference In The
Community

Do~othy Inghram

guest star appearances on Sparks,
Moesha, The Fresh Prince of BelAir and Girlfriends.
The following is a complete list
of the 2007 Portrait of a Great

Second Baptist Church
2911 Ninth St. , Riverside, CA 92507
P.O. Box 303, Riverside , CA92502

Office: (951) 684-7532 • FAX: (951) 684-1564
www.secondbaptistriverside.org
E-MAIL: SecBaptist@Earthlink.net

Sunday Services
Early Morning Worship
Sunday School
Mid-Morning Worship
Nursery Open

7:30
9:00
10:15
10:15

am
am
am
am

Wednesday Services
7:00 pm
7:45 pm

Prayer Services
Bible Study

"Second in Name, Fifst in Love"
Pastor T. Ellsworth Gantt, II

CELEBRATION WORSHIP CHURCH
"Discover the Joy of Christian Loving"
Pastor Barry E. Knight, Sr. and Lady Sacheon S. Knight
WORSHIP LOCATION:

23200 Eucalyptus Ave (between Frederick and Graham)
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
(951) 247-0888 OR
WWW.GO2CELEBRATION.COM

4009 Locust St.• Riverside, California 92501

Sunday Bible Classes @ 9:30am
Worship Celebration @ 10:30am
LIVING (pastoral teaching)
@ 7:00prry

SUNDAY C~LEBR(fflON SERVICE -

.

Phone: (951) 686-9406 / E-Mail: AllenAMEC@aol.com
Worship Service .. .. .............. . . .... .. . . . ..... . . . ...... . ......Sunday 11 :00am
'Church School .............. . ........... ... .... . . ............... ..Sunday 9:00 am
:Bible Study ...............................................Wednesday 10am & 7pm
tChildren's Church . . .. ..... .. . . ... ............... . ...... .2nd & 4th Sunday at 11 :30am

WEDNESDAY MAXIMIZED

(Children'~ Ministry available at all services)

New Jo Ba tist Church

AMOS TEMPLE

5694 Jurupa Ave. • Riverside, CA 92504
P.O. Box 51027 • Riverside, CA 92517

(951) 779-0088 • (951) 781-7602

A Church Built on Sound Preaching and Teaching

Weekly Services

R!vERSID'E LOCATION

Worship Service

8:00 am & 11 :00 am
(10:00am, 1st and 5th Sundays)
Bible Study (wed)
12:00pm & 7:00pm
Children's Church
11 :00am Service
5860 Arlington Avenue • Riverside, CA 92504
(951) 352-4196
amostemple@sbcglobal.net

Pastor Julio A. Andujo &
Dr. Patricia L. Andujo

Sunday School
8:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.
First Sunday Evening Workshop
5:00 p.m.
Tuesday Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
7:00 p.m.
"Life Through God's Word" Radio Broadcast
KPRO Radio 1570 am - Sunday 7:30-8:00 p.m.

Rn. Paul S . Mw!ford, M . Dir.
& Finl l ,ady Shirley J1tt1i/r1rd
I

Empowered by Vision- Expanding by Faith. ..

CROSSWORD
CHRISTIAN CHURCH ....
remember the Cross. . focus on the Word

THE

, .. -r

ASE

111 ... ATIOHAL MeHt•• ...

•,ii,~_,

SUNDAY SERVICES
Worship at 8:00 a.m. and 10:45* a.m.
Lessons
Life_
at 9:30
a.m.
Cl,/l,/C...,4_
_, _
_
0

Sunday

Slpl,,,Ji,r __,. _,__,,,_..,,_ llb#S-. _ _ . ,

WEDNESDAY SERVICES
Seniors 55+ Bible Study at 12 noon
Youth MinistJy at 7:30 p.m.
Adult Bible Study at 7:30 p.m.

, Couple's Ministry

1.,. SalUldlly NCll moalb • 9:00 am.

w:,e

~

5ftdocl'~-

951-697-8803

ucy~Jr. .....
MiloWtt"-S,.kett

•c•

~-

PraiM ... 9 00 a.m.
11.00a.m.

F"or·A,ii.....,..,.., - e·30 o'"

Visit our Website at ~
www.crosswordchurch.org

<lOp.m

en-5390

CROSSWORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH- is o mu/Ji.a/rnk, mu/n,
gmeratiohol, bil,lf,:oJly.fuNtl ehu,r:J, tltaz is ,--oJ, pr,u,ri,:aJ anti
a,mn,ittedu, readting ond,,mKhingfr I/fa dumg,:.

WORSHIP LOCATION
14950 llivank Dmre,, l l i v ~ CA 92518
{111 .Mlrersl,le & Jleyer DrJre., e•st 11f Jl•re, •.Alr ii,e,,,e ••1e}

St. Paul African Methodist
. Episcopal Church

Imani Temple Christian Fellowship
510 West Monterey Ave. , Pomona, CA 91768
(909) 620-9161 • FAX (909) 620-9981

1355 W. 2 1st Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909) 887-1718

email@imanitemple.net
Service Schedule
Throne Room Worship
w/Amanda Ramsey
Masterlife Institute
Worsh1p Service
lmani Village
Childrens Church
Man4mation/Women
Seeking Christ Study
Bible Study

Sunday Worship Services
Con1emporary Wor.;hip
J :45 am
Tr~clitional Worship

11 :00 am

Sunday School
9:45 am
Weekday Opportunities
Women's Bible St\Jdy - Mon.
7:00 pm
Men's Bible Study • Mon.
7:00 pm
Mid-week; Bible Study - Wed.
12 noon
Prayer Meeting - Wed.
7:00 pm

r

Rev. Jelanl Kafela

Pastor Iris Hailu

Kingdom of God Apostolic & Prophetic Ministries International
CHURCH OF ALL NATIONS (A Five Fold Ministry Church}
WfftlyJdlrdule (ontlnutd:

1700 W. Highland Avenue
San Bernardino, CA 92404

CA
(951) 359-0203
Week/y Services

,,

8:30 a.m.
10:00 a .m.
6:00 pm.
7:00 p.m.

Daily "Morning Glory"
Prayer, Mon.-Fri.
10:00- 12 noon
KPRO RADIO 1570 AM · WED. 2:00 PM. ·
SAI. 5:45 PM.

Sunday 10 a.m.
Tuesday 7:00 p,m.
Thur~day 7:00 p.m.

6476 Streeter Avenue, Riverside,

8:30 a.m.
(Adults only)
8 :30 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
(Available}
10:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.

Sunday School
S unday Morning Worship
Sunday Eve. Worship
Thursday Bible Revival

Sunday 8:00 am
Sunday 9:00 - 9:50 a.m.
· Sunday 10:00 a.m.

Wind of the Spirit Worship
Center Foursquare Church

Sunday School (all ages)
Christian Life Development
Classes
Worship
Children's Church
Tues. Bible Studies
Thurs. Bible Studies

"An Arena for the Miraculous"
820 L arch Ave.
Colton, CA 92324
(909) 825-2258
ORDER OF SERVICES

5970 Limonite Avenue
Rive rside, California 92509

(909) 887-9616 • (95 1) 675-720 1

(951) 682-4407

Ernail: callnation \@aol .com

S1111day School:
Mornittg Service:
Bible Study ~ 7:00pm

Co!"IG'OHI& Worship WIJI• U.•
Pastor & Mrs.
Michael Edwards

www.newbcbc.org

KOG-BIBLE INSTITIITE 6,00 pm
ThlDIW-llact,donP'rop-arm

Eddw• MasttrsPro,nm
FALL CluHa: hpt. 14115, 2006

www tbc:cburrhnfanouioos mr
WWW krn:aomi OCR

"V:haol of the PROPHET>"

s.uJi.B.IMl'.S. · Smliorls bc:&in •

EARN YOUR DEGREE!!!

Apostlts, ProphelS, fat1ngelisu,
Poston .& Teachtn

~

OuiMian Cou115ehn1 • Theology
Christian EducatJOn • Five Fold

WEEKI Y SEBVICFS

Sunday School:
10:30 a.m.
Sunday Servk:e
11:30 a.m .
Wednesday Prayer 5:00 p..m.
Wtd. Bibi, Study
7:00 p.m.

&;OO un

Fowtdt-rl\lisit.>tl(J,...JQ\.vrsur
Arosde M P s,er1;,,g. no

&Ekctl...adyRaso
Parker•Sterl.ma:. DD

Mn115try • 81ble l"rOpheSy • SC'bool of
TIie f'rophffl.t IIIOff
Acuntlrtd lindu

Sacrumtnro T1tatlogirnlS.-,iumlr1<.t
&bltCr.Hl,1r

QuinnAM.E.
·church
25400 Aless'andro Blvd. Suite 6
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

(951) 485-6993
WEEKLY SERVICES
Sunday School
9 :30 a .m.
Sunday Morni ng Worship • 11 :00 a.rn.
Mid Day Bible Study. Tues. 12:30 pm
Mid Week Biple Study, Wed . 7:00 p.m.

